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ABSTRACT 
The computer program i s  a by-product of research e f fo r t s  that have 
produced NASA TN D-2227, CR-80, CR-538, and A W R  TN 1952. The report mate- 
rial  i s  arranged for  two dis t inct  types of readers, namely, the engineer who 
wishes t o  use the program as is, and the programmer who may be required to  
modify the program for  a specific application. 
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I. INTROIXICTIOTJ 
The computer program described i n  t h i s  report i s  a by-product of 
panel f l u t t e r  research effor ts  conducted under NASA and AFOSR sponsorship. 
was developed t o  f a c i l i t a t e  the calculation of f l u t t e r  characteristics for  




The program is written i n  FORTRAN I V  for  running on the  I B M  7094 
The canputation technique employed i s  straightforward i n  the sense 
tha t  a computer-run directly obtains, as output, points on the boundary sep- 
arating stable from unstable regions i n  a generalized flutter-parameter-plane. 
(More conventional techniques require cross-plotting or machine interpolation 
under manual direction t o  obtain the " f lu t te r  points".) Although the program 
presented here i s  tailored t o  the case of a f l a t  panel array, the technique 
can be conveniently adapted t o  related applications, for  example, the f l u t t e r  
of a cylindrical she l l  or a wing-body configuration. 
The report material i s  arranged fo r  two d is t inc t  types of reader, 
namely, the engineer who wishes t o  use the program as  is, and the programmer 
who may be required t o  modify the program for  a specific application. 
engineer w i l l  want t o  become familiar with the  f i r s t  s ix  sections through the 
interpretation of output; the programmer with the main body of the report and 
those appendices tha t  apply t o  the intended modification. 
The 
The computer program i s  based on the analytical  model developed i n  
[l] .* A brief summary description of the model is given i n  Section I1 of t h i s  
report; the reader interested i n  de ta i l  is  referred t o  [l]. 
* Numbers i n  brackets re fer  t o  the bibliography. 
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11. BACKGRCUND INFORPlATION FOR THE PRCGRAM USER 
This section is divided into two parts, viz., a description of the 
analytical model employed and a discussion of the parametric options available 
to the program user. 
A. Analytical Model 
The computer program is based on the analysis described in [I] , the 
salient features of which are summarized below. 
Four different types of panel array configurations can be analyzed. 
Each configuration has an arbitrary number of chordwise bays; the distinction 
between configurations is associated with spanwise features. The first, and 
most general, array is one with finite span a d  arbitrary number of spanwise 
bays typified by Fig. l.* 
span is divided into equal width bays extending to infinity. The third con- 
figuration is an array with one spanwise bay whose side edges are free to 
deflect. The final configuration consists of the third array above, flanked 
at a distance by vertical surfaces representing wind tunnelwalls. 
The second configuration is one in which the array 
All configurations have certain features in comon. The upper sur- 
face of the panels is exposed to a uniform supersonic flow and the luwer sur- 
face to a constant pressure equal to the static pressure in the undisturbed 
freestream. Acoustic effects on the lower surface and membrane stresses due 
to static pressure differential across the panel are not included. 
To clarify the differences in the analyses of the different con- 
Then those aspects peculiar to the other configurations will be pointed 
figurations, the case typified by Fig. lwill first be discussed in some de- 
tail. 
out. 
"lie array is composed of geometrically identical panels; it has L 
chordwise and N spanwise bays, and is bordered by an inflexible surface. A 
nondimensional equation of motion for the vertical displacement of the panel 
surface is obtained using small deflection plate theory and exact, linearized, 
three-dimensional, potential aerodynamic theory. In formulating boundary and 
ccjmpatibility conditions the array is assumed to be supported at its perimeter 
and along the interior lines delineating the individual panels by a structure 
that does not deflect perpendicular to the plane of the array, but that does 
* See Appendix I for Figures 1 - 6 .  
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supply torsional restraint. 
posed by the sup2orting structure is equal to a proportionalibj factor, EX , 
multiplying the local panel slope. 
the jmposed moment is proportional to 2 ex times the locecl panel slope; i.e., 
the interior members are twice as stiff, torsionally, as the ones at the 
perimeter. 
At the leading and trailing edges the moment in- 
At the interior, spanwise directed members, 
The above torsional properties hold also for the chordwise directed 
supporting members, with the exception that the proportionality constant, cy , 
can be different f'rm ex . The slope across the interior panelbomilaries is 
assumed to be continuous. 
The equation of motion is in essence a self-excited forced vibration 
equation where the aerodynamic pressure induced by the panel displacement is 
the forcing function. It is assumed that conditions for which the eqiration 
has harmonic solutions are conditions of neutral stability; this criterion is 
used in calculating the flutter boundaries for the panel array. 
Harmonic solutions are obtained using a Galerkin approach. The 
chordwise variation of the panel displacement is approximated by a finite 
summation of natural vibration modes of a beam with L bays and boundary con- 
ditions the same as on the spanwise directed panel edges. The spanwise varia- 
tion is approximated by one natural vibration mode* of a beam with N bays and 
boundary conditions the same as on the chordwise directed panel edges. Appli- 
cation of the Galerkin procedure requires integration of the aerodynamic pres- 
sure over the panel surface. 
spanwise deflection shape in a sine series; then numerically integrating term 
by term using the unsteady pressure solution derived in [2] for sinusoidal 
spanwise and arbitrary chordwise deflection shape. 
This integration is performed by expanding the 
The above procedure leads to a set of simultaneous, complex, alge- 
braic equations (see [l], Eq. (39)) for the amplitude and phasing of the ap- 
proximating modes. An effect of structural damping is introduced by multi- 
plying the stiffness 
to the equations for 
matrix by the complex damping factcr (1 + jg). 
real values of the basic parameters l/p and Z1/' 
Solutions 
* Coupling between spanwise modes is neglected; the mode number is arbitrary. 
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. 
- .  
are obtained by the procedure described in Section 111". The preceding is a 
brief description of analytical details for the panel array ty3ified by Fig. 1. 
The analysis for the other three configurations are similar to that described 
above, with the exceptions noted in the following paragraph. 
For the array which extends to infinity in the spanwise direction 
(second configuration) the mode approximating the spanwise deflection is 
automatically taken to be the lowest frequency natural vibration mode of a 
beamwith an infinite number of bays. 
(third configuration) the panels are assumed to deflect two-dimensionally, i. e., 
with no spanwise variation in the deflection shape. 
assumption is incorporated by using the sine series expansion for a rectawlar 
half wave. The fourth configuration, the one with simulated wind tunnel walls, 
is also handled simply by introducing an appropriate expansion. 
the expansion is one which simulates the effect of fictitious image panels, 
thereby obtaining no cross flow at the walls. 
walls are intrinsically included by this techniqce. 
For the array with free side edges 
The two-dimensionality 
In this case, 
Mach wave reflections from the 
B. Parametric Options Available to the Program User 
Within the framework of the four geometrical configurations des- 
cribed earlier, there are  options available for what w i l l  be called analytical 
and physical parameters. The analytical parameters are: 
1. 
2. Mode numbers of the chordwise approximating terms. 
3. Number of terms in the sine series expansion of the spanwise 
4. 
Number of modes in the approximation of the chordwise deflection 
shape. 
approximating mode. 
uration o w ) .  
Mode number of the spanwise approximating term (firs5 config- 
* l  Pa - = mass ratio parameter = - 
iJJ PSh 
Z113 = a parameter involving dynamic pressure and bending stiffness 
where 
P = free stream density 
Q s  = panel material density 
a = panel chord 
h = panel thickness 
E = modulus of elasticity 
q = freestream dynamic pressure 
u = Poisson's ratio 
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The physical parameters are: 
1. Mach number 
2. Aspect ratio 
3. Torsional restraint proportionality factors ex and cy 
4. Number of chordwise panels 
5. Number of spanwise panels (first configuration only) 
6. Distance from panel edge to wind tunnel wall (fourth config- 
7. Structural damping coefficient. 
uration only)  
Permissible ranges for the anaiytical parameters are defined in the 
following paragraphs. 
The number of modes used to approximate the chordwise deflection 
shape must be at least 2 and at most 10. 
lytical techniques employed and the upper linit by dimensioned array sizes in 
the program. Munerical considerations are expected to reduce the permissible 
upper limit to less than 10. With an earlier version of the program, numeri- 
cal inaccuracy was encountered in increasing from 4 to 6 modes. The present, 
improved, version has been used extensively for up to 6 mode analyses [3] ; it 
has not been applied to analyses requiring the use of more than 6 modes. The 
modes may be any combination of the first 30 natural vibration modes of a 
beam with the appropriate number of bays. 
The lower limit is set by the ana- 
Up to 20 nonzero terms may be used in the sine series expansion of 
the approximating spanwise mode. 
nate tcrms (odd or even numbered depending on mode number and number of span- 
wise bays), the above condition actually corresponds to a 40 term series expan- 
sion. 
Since the expansion always has zero alter- 
The spanwise approximating mode (first geometrical configuration 
only) may be any one of the first 30 natural vibration modes of a beam with N 
bays, N being the number of spanwise bays in the panel array. The abwe is 
a mechanical bound set by the program; practically, the mode number must be 
selected in cognizance of the number of spanwise bays, N, the spanwise mode 
number, and the 40 term bound on the sine series expansion. 
This ccmpletes the definition of permissible ranges for the ana- 
lytical parameters. 
succeeding paragraphs. 
Ranges for the physical parameters are discussed in the 
Mach number must be confined to the supersonic regime (i.e., > 1) 
fcr compatibility with the analytical model. 
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The computer program imposes no restriction on aspect ratio. How- 
ever, a practical bound (a judgment of the user) is imposed by the permissible 
nuniber of modes in the approximation of the chordwise deflection shape. 
The nondimensional torsional restraint proportionality factors ex 
and ey can be independently varied from zero to any maximum desired*. On a 
practical basis, however, 8 = 0 corresponds to pinned edge conditions and 
8 = 1,000 has been found to very closely approximate the clamped edge case 
(a judgment made on the bases of both modal frequencies and computed flutter 
boundaries). Further, it has been observed that flutter boundaries computed 
using = 100 and e = 1,000 are nearly identical, while B = 10 yields 
results approximately midway between the pinned and clamped edge cases. 
Panel arrays with us to 4 chordwise bays can be analyzed. Again, 
however, a practical bound must be recognized, associated with the permissible 
number of modes in the approximation of the chordwise deflection shape. 
Up to 6 spanwise bays can be used in analyses of finite span arrays 
(first geometrical configuration). As noted earlier, however, the number must 
be selected in cognizance of the spanwise mode number and the 40 term bound 
on the sine series expansion of the spanwise deflection shape. 
For the fourth geametrical configuration, the distance f’rom the 
panel side edges to the wind tunnel wall must be greater than zero to be com- 
patible with the theory. Fractically, it should be equal to or greater than 
about 10 per cent of the panel  span in order to obtain a satisfactory sine 
series expansion of the spanwise deflection shape. 
Finally, there is no program restriction on values for the structural 
damping coefficient. 
This completes the overall description of parametric options avail- 
able to the program user. 
are provided in Section IV. 
Related recommendations for optimum program usage 
111. GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIFTION 
The method used t o  find flutter points is essentially that described 
A few slight modifications are used, however, in the on pages 15 - 17 of [l]. 
interest of saving either computer running time or storage. 
* See Appendix VI11 for description of a mild restriction on edmissible values 
for cy . 
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!The program makes use of a magnetic tape t o  s tore  a nuinber of arrays 
which depend only o n t h e  number of spanwise and chordwise bays, the corres- 
ponding mode numbers allowed and the parameters ex and ey describing edge 
conditions. 
a s  the first s tep of any f l u t t e r  run. If it has been generated on a previous 
run it may be mounted as an input tape. Since the program may take around 12 
min. t o  produce a t a p e  
save the tape if it might be used again. 
i n  Appendix 111. 
If such a tape has not  already been generated it can be generated 
when 3 chordwise bays are needed, it i s  advisable t o  
Details of the tape foncst are given 
Because of the size o f t h e  program it i s  necessary t o  use the over- 
lay  feature of the loader during execution. 
tape described i n  the preceding paragraph, i f  necessary. 
reads data u n t i l  a f l u t t e r  problem has been defined, reads data from the  tape 
generated previously fo r  the specified number of chordwise bays, p r in ts  Out 
heading information describing t h e  problem and generates matrices which can 
be used by a more or less general subroutine, EUCLTD, t o  compute f l u t t e r  points 
and vectors. Subroutine EXJCLID is  loaded as the th i rd  overlay. 
The first overlay generates the 
The second overlay 
The f l u t t e r  matrix used by the program i s  equivalent t o  but s l igh t ly  
different  from that shown i n  [l]. U t  E = {E- 
C = (C,,ml t o  simplify natation. Then since Eq. 39 of R e f .  [l] can be pre- 
multiplied y any nonsingular matrix, we can premultiply by 
E i s  nonsingular and fl is not zero fo r  Yach number greater than 1. The new 
form of Eq. 40 then becomes 
}, J = { J E , ~  } and m, m 
B(1-jg)E-l , for  
where I i s  the ident i ty  matrix. The argument l i s t  for  subroutine EUCLID ic- 
cludes g , -8k2 , 12/(@(l+g2)) , and a table of p-values i n  addition t o  the 
m t r i c e s  E-- and E - k  . I f  we l e t  h denote z8(1+g2) and E(p) be the 
matrix p3k2(1-jg)E-kJ - (1-jg)E-* , the problem t o  be solved i s  tha t  of find- 
ing real parameters X and p such t h a t  I A I  - E(p) 1 = 0 . 
24 
If p is assigned a numerical value, then I A I  - C(p) 1 i s  the char- 
a c t e r i s t i c  equation of the complex matrix F(w) . The condition t h a t  the 
determinant vanish requires that real an& imginary par ts  of the characterist ic 
equation have a common root. 
su l tan t  [4] between the real and imaginary par ts  of the characterist ic equation 
vanishes. 
resul tants  have opposite signs, there i s  a 
for  which the resultant vanishes. 
This occurs if and only i f  the Sylvester re- 
Thus i f  for two dis t inct  values of 
p 
p , the  corresponding Sylvester 
value between the original two 
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* .  
Subroutine EUCLID f irst  tabulates the Sylvester resultant corres- 
ponding t o  each value i n  the p - table.* A search i s  then made for  sign 
changes of the resultant as p varies. When a sign change i s  detected, the 
program interpolates u n t i l  the f l u t t e r  value of p is found t o  the required 
degree of accuracy. Then the corresponding value of X and the f l u t t e r  
vector are  found. The resu l t s  are converted t o  the parameters of interest ,  
namely Z1/3 and l/p and printed. 
til a l l  sign changes in  the resultant table  have been processed, whereupon 
the second overlay i s  called again t o  read data for  the next problem. 
The program then repeats the steps above un- 
IV. CCMPUTATION TRCCEDURE 
The purpose of a typical application of the computer progrvn is t o  
calculate s t ab i l i t y  boundaries f o r  a particular geometrical configuration, and 
fixed values of Mach number, aspect ra t io ,  torsional edge res t ra in t ,  spamise 
mode number (where applicable), and s t ructural  damping coefficient. The 
s t a b i l i t y  boundaries a re  obtained via  a ser ies  of calculations as described 
below. * 
In a discrete calculation, values are  assigned t o  the analytical  and 
physical parameters, a reduced frequency i s  specified, a table of p 
defined, and the program then computes the f l u t t e r  points lying within the 
range of 
computation case i s  here defined as a series of discrete calculations for  a 
selected s e t  of reduced frequencies and damping coefficients. ) Every computa- 
t i on  case yields a number of points on the s t ab i l i t y  boundaries, each point 
being c3aracterized by a particular frequency and f l u t t e r  vector. Distinct 
s t a b i l i t y  boundaries a re  obtained by constructing continuous curves through 
the cmputed points, using continuity of reduced frequency and f l u t t e r  ?rector 
as associative c r i t e r i a .  
values 
(For c l a r i t y  of ensuing discussions a defined by the table.* 
-
* A table  of p values is defined by input data. 
X-K - If two f l u t t e r  points l i e  within one increment of the u. table  neither In general, a nuniber of computer runs w i l l  be required t o  completely de- f ine the boundaries. 
w i l l  be detected. However, experience with the program has shuwn that 
t h i s  event seldom occurs when a p 
is  employed (see Fig. 2 for recommended table  ). h r t h e r ,  when it does 
occur it creates l i t t l e  diff icul ty  because the points can be obtained, 
i f  desired, by repeating the calculation using a p 
increment sizes. 
cause adjacent points on the boundaries a re  available from calculations 
made using s l igh t ly  different frequencies. 
table with moderate increment sizes 
table w i t h  f iner  
In most instances the repet i t ion is  unnecessary be- 
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The i n p t  p table may be ta i lored t o  r e s t r i c t  the range through 
which the program searches f o r  f l u t t e r  points. 
can be profitably employed t o  reduce cmputation time. 
range i n  l/p f’ram 0.01 t o  0.20 i s  of pract ical  in te res t  and the u, 
Fig. 2 has therefore been used extensively i n  application of the computer 
program. 
In same instances, t h i s  t ac t i c  
In general, however, a 
table  i n  
It has also been found economical t o  l i m i t  each computation case t o  
between 5 and 10 reduce2 frequencies, and more or l e s s  construct the boundaries 
step by step. 
Computation time can be reduced through judicious use of the inter-  
mediate data tape. The data arrays stored on the tape depend on 
Number of spanwise bays - N 
Spanwise mode nuniber - PaGBAR 
Torsional edge restraints  - ex and E 
Number of chordwise bays* - L. Y 
The tape also contains data for 10 chordwise modes which may be any 10 of 
the first 30 natural vibration modes of a beam with L bays (see Section V on 
Input Preparation). 
number, aspect r a t i o  and structural damping coefficient. 
The data tape, on the other hand, i s  independent of Mach 
Since an appreciable amount of time i s  required t o  generate the data 
arrays stored on the tape (particularly for  L > 1 )  it is advisable t o  reserve 
the tape for  use as an auxiliary input tape i n  subsequent runs. This is  t rue 
whether or not Mach number, aspect r a t i o  and s t ructural  damping are varied. 
To emphasize the above point it may be noted tha t  the results reported i n  [3] 
were obtained using a tape generated i n  the  first computer run, whereas a 
t o t a l  of approximately 15 runs were made i n  a l l .  
Some f i n a l  cmments are required concerning the case where a c m -  
puted f l u t t e r  point( s ) i s  incorrect (indicated by program checks included in 
the printed output), If t h i s  occurs the input data should be double checked 
f irst ,  because improper input can cause erroneous results.  
mode numbers may not be i n  ascending order. ) 
specified error bound on p (TESTII; see Appendix IX) may be too large. Ek- 
perience w i t h  the program has indicated tha t  a value of TESTR equal 
adequate i n  general for  analyses using up t o  6 chordwise modes, but nurnerical 
pecul iar i t ies  could occasionally require an even smaller error bound. 
(For example, the 
If the data are  correct the  
i s  
* Data for up t o  4 chordwise bays can be stored on 1 tape. However, no 
penalty i n  computation time i s  incurred if  the user chooses t o  generate 
separate tapes for  each Lvalue. 
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Another possible cause of erroneous results i s  the use of too many 
chordwise modes i n  the analysis. 
of the program numerical inaccuracy was encountered when the number of modes 
was increased from 4 t o  6. 
eliminated this diff icul ty  but it is  possible tha t  the use of more than 6 modes 
may similarly overtax a c r i t i c a l  routine. 
As previously noted, w i t h  an earlier version 
0 
Improvement of one of the  program routines (FLziT) 
v. Il!EUT PREMFATION 
A data deck may contain data se t s  for  one or more computation cases, 
the only res t r ic t ion  being t h a t  the cases must a l l  require the same inter-  
mediate data tape*, which may be available from a previous run or generated 
as  part  of the first case o f t h e  current run. 
The f i rs t  card of a data deck refers t o  the intermediate tape. If 
the tape is available from a previous run the first card is blank; if  the tape 

























Data arrays w i l l  be generated and stored 
for  values of L from IMIN t o  ZMAX in- 
clusive (ZMIN < IMAX). 
Array of 10 chordwise mode numbers between 
1 and 30 i n  ascending order. 
w i l l  be generated and stored for  the 10 
modes specified.= 
Data arrays 
Number of spanwise bays. 
Spanwise mode number. 
Torsional res t ra in t  proportionality factor 
for spanwise directed panel edges (ex i n  
Section I1 and [l] ). 
* See discussions of the intermediate tape i n  Section IV and Appendix 111. 
Ten modes are required here even though some are  not later used. 
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- Cols. Format symbol 
39-48 F10.0 EPX 
Description 
Torsional res t ra in t  proportionality factor 
fo r  chordwise directed panel edges (eY i n  
Section I1 and fil ). This item is irrele- 
vant for options 4 and 5 (see option iden- 
t i f i ca t ion  i n  later description of number 
11 data card).  
Data for the first case follow the  intermediate tape card. This 
f i rs t  data s e t  m u s t  contain all of the cards described belaw (and i l lus t ra ted  
i n  Fig. 4 which i s  prwided for user reference) plus a blank terminating card. 
Subsequent data sets need only include the cards containing input information 
to be redefined for the  new case. Each data set following the  first is termi- 
nated by a blank card. 
The individual data cards each have an identification number (be- 
tween l and 12) i n  columns l and 2. 
following description of input data details.* 
This number i s  used for reference in  the 

































Identification number (Ol on t h i s  card). 
Upper bound on acceptable decimal per cent 
error i n  computed p (Appendix IX). 
Description 
Identification number (02 on t h i s  card). 
Reciprocal of aspect ra t io .  
Description 
Identification number (03 on t h i s  card). 
listings (Figs. 2a, 2b and 3) are discussed at the end of this 
- l l -  
. 
03 Card (Concluded) 
- Cols. Format -01 
3-4 I2 MMAX 

























Descr iDt ion 
Mzmber of chordwise modes. 
If zero, consecutive modes starting with 
the first are used; if not zero see next 
item. 
This field is blank if columns 5 - 6 con- 
tain zero. If columns 5 - 6 are not zero, 
this field contains the mode numbers to be 
used in the analysis, in ascending order. 
(The modes listed must be ones that are 
included on the intermediate tape. ) 
Description 
Identification number (04 on this card). 
Mach number squared. 
Description 
Identification number (05 on this card). 
Number of damping coefficients to be pro- 
cessed (maximum of 5). 
taken as 1. 
Blank or zero is 
Damping coefficients. 
Description 
Identification number (06 on this card). 
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06 Card (Concluded) 
- Cols. Format Symbol Description 
3 -4 I2 L Number of chordwise bays i n  panel array. 
(The number specified must be one of those 
included on the intermediate tape. ) 
11-20 E10.5 
07 Card 
SAm(1) Blank or zero causes the inverse of the 
e las t ic  matrix times the iner t ia  and aero- 
dynamic matrices t o  be printed. A nonzero 
value suppresses the printing. 
A series of 07 cards are used t o  read i n  the p table. The table 
must contain a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 50 values arranged i n  monotonic 














Format Symbol Description 
I2 - Identification number (07 on t h i s  card ). 
I2 - Index of first p on th i s  card. 
I2 - Index of last  p on t h i s  card. 
5E10.5 ALPHA(I) values of 1.1 (up t o  five values). 
Format Symbol Description 
I2 - Identification number (08 on t h i s  card). 
I2 MAXAL Total number of values i n  the p table. 
series of 09 cards are used t o  read i n  the reduced frequencies t o  
be processed. 
D e t a i l s  of a typical 09 card are as follows. 
A maximum of 30 frequencies can be read, i n  any desired order. 
- Cob. Format Symbol Description 
1-2 I 2  - Identification number (09 on th i s  card.). 
- 1 3 -  




















Index of first frequency on this card. 
Index of last frequency on this card. 
Frequencies (up to five values). 
Description 
Identification number (10 on this card). 
Total nurnber of frequencies read. 
This card identifies which of the 4 geometrical configurations des- 
The correlation between option number and geometrical configuration 
cribed in Section I1 is to be analyzed. 
purpose. 
is as follows. 
An option number is used for this 
Option 1 - The finite array typified by Fig. 1. 
Option 2 - The array with infinite span divided into equal width 
bays. 
Option 4 - The array with one spanwise bay and free side edges. 
Option S - The option 4 array flanked by vertical surfaces repre- 
senting wind tunnelwalls. 
The omission of 3 in the option sequence results f r o m  the fact that a fifth 
geometrical configuration included in the analysis [l] has not been programmed. 
Details of the 11 card are as follcws. 
- Cols. Fornat Symbol Description 
1-2 I2 - Identification number (ll on this card). 
3-4 I2 XASE Option number. 
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ll Card (Concluded) 
- Cols. Format symbol Description 
11-20 E10.5 AI2 Distance from panel edge t o  wind tunnel 
w a l l ,  measured i n  panel spans. 






- Format Symbol Description 
I2 - Identification number (12 on t h i s  card). 
I2 NMJ Number of nonzero terms in  sine ser ies  ex- 
pansion of spanwise deflection shape (maxi- 
mum of 20). For Option 2 and ey = 0 th i s  
number must be 1. 
This completes the description of data card details. Sample data 
deck l i s t ings  are  given i n  Figs. 2 and 3 t o  complement the above description. 
The data l i s t ed  i n  Fig. 2a cause two cases t o  be executed, both using an inter- 
mediate tape generated in  the current run. 
a f i n i t e  array with 2 chordwise bays and 1 spanwise bay, and with 
The first case is an analysis of 
Mach number = 1.35 
Aspect r a t i o  = 4 
Damping coefficient = 0.01 
Spanwise mode number = 1 
€x = €y = 0 
The analysis uses the first 4 chordwise modes, 20 nonzero terms i n  the sine 
ser ies  expansion, and 2 frequencies, 1.0 and 1.5 are processed. 
The second case i s  an analysis of an Option 2 array with 3 chord- 
w i s e  bays and with 
Mach number = 1.2 
Aspect r a t io  = 2 
Damping coefficient = 0.015 
B x = €  = 0. Y 
The analysis uses chordwise modes 1, 4, 7, and 9,and 2 frequencies, 0.7 and 
0.8 are processed. 
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The data l i s t e d  i n  Fig. 2b also cause two  cases t o  be executed, both 
using an intermediate tape generated i n  a previous run (assumed t o  be the run 
of Fig. 2a). 
chordwise bay and with 
The first case is  an analysis of an Option 5 array with 1 
Mach number = 1.3 
Aspect ra t io  = 1 
Damging coefficient = 0 
E y ' O  
The analysis uses the first 4 chordwise modes, and 15 nonzero terms in  the 
sine ser ies  expansion. 
w a l l  i s  one-quarter of the panel span. 
are processed. 
ber i s  changed t o  1.2. 
The distance from the panel edge t o  the wind tunnel 
Three frequencies, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4, 
The second case i s  identical  with the first except Mach num- 
The data l i s t e d  i n  M g .  3 will cause the sample output of Fig. 5 
t o  be generated. 
VI. 1NTERPRE;TATION OF ouT€UT 
The output l i s t i n g  from a typical cmputer run i l lus t ra ted  i n  Fig. 5 
i s  the implied reference for  t h i s  section. 
The output l i s t i n g  includes several checks on the val idi ty  of cam- 
puted resul ts  and it is therefore pertinent t o  begin t h i s  discussion w i t h  the 
following brief re i te ra t ion  of the overall computational technique employed. 
The purpose of a computer run i s  t o  calculate real-valued pairs of the pasam- 
e ters  p and Z w h i c h  satisfy Eq. (40) of [l] , that is, values for  which the 
f l u t t e r  determinant vanishes. 
i t e ra t ion  of the complex f lu t t e r  determinant. Instead, the Sylvester deter- 
minant composed of the coefficients of the r e a l  and imaginary characteristic 
polynomials of the f l u t t e r  matrix, is tabulated with respect t o  the parameter 
11 *. The p for  which the Sylvester determinant vanishes, together w i t h  the 
corresponding 
pr ise  a real-valued p - Z pair for which the flutter determinant Vanis es. 
together w i t h  the f l u t t e r  vector, program checks and associated identifying 
informat i on. 
The technique employed i s  not one of direct  
Z obtained by operating on the characterist ic polynomials, C m -  
These pairs are  listed i n  the output i n  the converted form 1/11 and Z1 4 ' 
* The elements of the Sylvester determinant are real-valued functions Of P ; 
they do not depend on Z . 
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Referring now to Fig. 5 the first line of output is a self-explana- 
tory identification heading. 
input parameters as follows: 
















- Mach nuniber 
- Reciprocal of aspect ratio 
- Torsional restraint proportionality factor for 
spanwise directed edges (ex) - Torsional restraint proportionality factor for 
chordwise directed edges (" ) 
- A precision factor imposed on the iteration of 
the Sylvester determinant (Appendix nC) 
- Number of chordwise bays 
- Number of chordwise modes used in the analysis 
- Number of sparrwise bays (relevant only to Option 1 
configuration) 
- Number of nonzero terms in the sine series expansion 
of the spanwise deflection shape 
- Number of the spnwise approximating mode 
- Geometrical configuration option number 
- Distance, in panel spans, frm panel edge to wind 
- Number of equal increments (per bay) used in the 
Y 
tunnel w a l l  (relevant only to Option 5) 
chordwise llumerical integration of the aerodynamic 
pressure (fixed at 16 in the program) 
- Reduced frequency 
- Structural damping coefficient 
The next block of output contains intermediate canputed results as 
follows : 
GAMM4BAR 
CHORIIWISE MODE - Mode numbers and frequencies of chordwise modes 
BN(U 1 
spanwise deflection shape; listed in order of 
decreasing wavelength 
(see Section 111) 
I W S E  OF ELASTIC MATRIX TIMES REAL PART AEXOD MATRIX - The matrix 
Real {E-'C} (see Section 111)  
INVERSE OF ELASTIC MATRM TIMES IMAG PART AEROD MATRIX - The matrix 
Inag {E-~c} (see Section 1111 
- Frequency of spanwise mode 
- Nonzero coefficients of sine-series expansion of 
INVERSE OF ELASTIC MATRIX TIMES INERTIA MATRIX - The matrix E-1~ 
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The input p table  is printed next, with the corresponding com- 
puted values of the Sylvester determinant. 
terminant. 
changes i n  RZS indicate the presence of a f l u t t e r  point. 
RES denotes the value of the de- 
SFA and SFR are scale factors on RES (see Appendix 11). Sign 
The preceding output constitutes general information; the remainder 
of the output is composed of blocks of computed f l u t t e r  data, repeated for 
each f l u t t e r  point tha t  i s  found. 
interpolations of the Sylvester determinant required t o  obtain the f l u t t e r  1.1 . 
Following t h i s  i s  a three-rowed tabulation containir i  the computed f l u t t e r  
point i n  the f irst  raw and the first of the program checks i n  the second and 
t h i r d  rws. In the first row, Z1/3 and 1/11 are the computed f l u t t e r  point 
pair, IAE.IDA is  the negative of the cammon root of the characterist ic poly- 
nomials at  f lu t t e r ,  and RES (together with SFA and SFR) i s  the value of the 
Sylvester determinant for the f l u t t e r  p . The next two raws contain the same 
data as above except the  p ' s  are the last two bracketing p ' s  i n  the i te ra -  
tive interpolation of the  Sylvester determinant.* The tes t  c r i te r ion  i s  tha t  
RES i n  the second and th i rd  raws should be of opposite sign. 
The first i t e m  is the number of i t e ra t ive  
"he next i t e m  printed is the f l u t t e r  vector i n  polar form, normalized 
on the maximum component. 
angles i n  radians. 
number. 
R denotes the moduli and THETA the  re la t ive  phase 
The vector elements are l i s t e d  i n  order of ascending mode 
The tabulation labelled C W L M  RESIDUALS i s  a second program check, 
The tes% obtained by premultiplying the f l u t t e r  vector by the f l u t t e r  matrix. 
c r i te r ion  here is  that the "COMPLEX RESIDUAIS" vector elements should uniformly 
be small ( ideal ly  zero ) . 
The print-out labelled CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION AT FWPIIT3I are the 
coefficients of the real and imaginary characterist ic polynomials a t  f l u t t e r .  
The coefficients of t he  real polynomial are l is ted first,  beginning w i t 5  the  
constant term and progressing toward the higher order terms. The real poly- 
nomial i s  of order MMAX and the  leading coefficient i s  always unity. 
imaginary polynomial, printed next, i s  of order MMAX-1. 
The 
The next l i ne  of output (containing P, Q, P/PlA and Q/QJA) is a 
numerical precision check of the computed f l u t t e r  point, based on the criterio:r 
t h a t  the  r e a l  and imaginary characterist ic polynomials must have a common root 
a t  f l u t t e r .  The theoret ical  basis for  t h i s  check i s  described i n  Appendix IX. 
* In the print-out these three values of p (and/or l / p ) ' w i l l  sometimes be 
ident ical  because only s ix  d ig i t s  t o  the r igh t  of the decimal are 
printed . 
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0 .  
The last output block (three l i n e s )  i s  a check t o  verify tha t  the 
flutter determinant changes sign in  the neighborhood of the computed f l u t t e r  
point. 
of the complex f l u t t e r  determinant (real part printed first ). 
l ines  contain,respectively, 1.02A and 0.9Bx with the corresponding values of 
the f l u t t e r  determinant. The t e s t  criteria are tha t  the determinant must be 
of opposite sign i n  the last two lines,  and the absolute value of the  deter- 
minant in  the f i rs t  l i ne  should be less than tha t  i n  the other two l ines.  
The first l ine  contains the  f l u t t e r  IAMDA and the corresponding value 
The next two 
This ccanpletes the description of general output and specific output 
for  a computed f l u t t e r  point. 
w i l l  be obtained for a given reduced frequency, and there w i l l  be a corres- 
ponding number of output blocks containing the specific information ju s t  des- 
cribed. 
points. 
I n  the general case, more than one f l u t t e r  point 
The output i l lus t ra ted  in Fig. 5, for  example, contains three f l u t t e r  
V I 1  . PRCGRAM ORGANIZATION 
The main program (Deck name GHF'LtJT) i s  a dummy program used t o  con- 
The sub- t r o l  program overlay. 
programs called by these two routines are sham i n  Fig. 6a and b. 
It ca l l s  two subroutines, G " M P  and CONTRL. 
Subroutine GHDUMPwillgenerate a tape containing a number of axrays 
depending only on the e las t ic  constraint properties and the number of bays i n  
spanwise and chordwise directions and the corresponding mode shapes t o  be used 
i n  the  analysis. 
routine t o  CONTRL; a l l  information is  transferred via the intermediate data 
tape. 
There i s  no direct ( in  core) transfer of data from t h i s  
Subroutine CONTRL i s  the control program for  the major par t  of the 
f l u t t e r  calculation. 
putes matrices and other parameters tha t  are needed and ca l l s  subroutine 
EUCLID t o  find the actual f l u t t e r  points. 
It reads input data describing the cases t o  be run, com- 
Subroutine EXJCLID is a specialization of a general purpose routine 
fo r  finding pairs of r e a l  parameters for  which a complex matrix vanishes. A 
s l igh t ly  different version of the  subroutine has been used t o  determine sta- 
b i l i t y  boundaries in  a wing-body f l u t t e r  analysis {SI. Subroutines CBAR, 
WROUT and VECNRM are written especially fo r  the present panel f l u t t e r  analysis. 
The other subroutines called by EUCLID are  general purpose and would l ike ly  be 
suitable for  use i n  other types of f l u t t e r  calculations. 
contains some of the control parameters which served t o  different ia te  between 
t3e two f l u t t e r  applications, although for  all practical  purposes these param- 
eters are constants. 
The program s t i l l  
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'. 
Another vestige of a previous application of the program i s  seen i n  
the symbols used for  p , i.e., ALPHA, ALP, AIS, AP, APT, AL and for 
merly a ) i.e., U, UN, UP. This, perhaps confusing, interchange should be 
noted carefully by the programer. 
A (for- 
In  an ear l ie r  program version the role  of the parameters p , A 
were given t o  a and p, . The present version is  t o  be preferred, however, i n  
sp i te  of an addi t ioml  matrix inversion required, because it is much easier 
for the user t o  choose a suitable range of tabulated p values than of the 
old a values. 
A l ist  of a l l  routines and a brief description of the purpose of 
each i s  given below. 
G " T  is the main routine. It is a dummy routine used t o  control 
program uverlay. 
GHDUMP reads the mode numbers, number of spanwise bays, ex , e 
and the range of values of L, the number of chordwise bays. 
the range, information is written on logical tape 9. 
needed by subroutine CONTRLto se t  up f l u t t e r  equations. 
For each L i n  
This information is  
FREQlR finds frequencies and generalized coordinates of the chordwise 
or spanwise modes. 
CDFIM) transfers the frequencies of modes requested into an array t o  
be written on tape and f inds  the quantities Cm a and Dm,&. 
it also generates the matrices Jg,, G,m and &,m. 
For chordwise modes 
G W  finds G -  (y). (See [l], page 52.) 
m,m,E 
CONTRL is effectually the  main program. It has been made into a 
It ca l l s  I N K t o  read one s e t  of subroutine t o  f a c i l i t a t e  program overlay. 
data. 
9. 
tape 9, the matrices read f r m t a p e  are  compressed t o  delete undesired modes. 
The routine then ca l l s  BZQST and computes E'lJ and E'lR. Then for  each entry 
i n  the table of reduced frequencies (k) the matrices AER and AEZ are computed, 
a value of s t ructural  damping (g) is chosen from the table and subroutine 
EUCLID i s  called t o  calculate f l u t t e r  points. 
INK i s  called and the cycle i s  repeated. 
If necessary GPLUSH is called t o  read required data from logical tape 
When the mode nmibers required are not taken in  sequence from the array on 
A f t e r  the return from EUCL'ID, 
- 20 - 
I .. 
INK reads i n a t  cards fo r  the problems being run. Since problems 
subsequent t o  the first may be specified by reading only those parameters which 
change, control parameters are set i n  t h i s  routine which suppress par ts  of the 
computation which would be unnecessarily repetitious. 
GPWSH reads fran logical tape 9 values for  mode numbers, number of 
spanwise bays, ex and 8 . Also read are mode frequencies and several 
matrices which depend on tge number of chordwise bays specified. 
BF&ST calculates the quantities Q, S and T and the array B F(u) n,u 
for  various values of u. (See [I], Appendices D and E.) 
U"R inverts a r e a l  matrix. 
FImP calculates Pu(s >. (See [I] Page 46. 
FIM)I computes the arrays EYER and EYE1 where EYER(MBAR,M) = Zeal 
- i. These { %,u ~ ( u )  G,m,u] md ~ I ( M B A R , M )  =  mag [ 5 Bn 9 u ~ ( u )  %,,,u j 
are  a lso premultiplied by E'l and stored as 
The integrals 
and AEI. (See [l], page 15.) 
a re  evaluated using the Newton-Coates f ive point formula 
(Bode's rule) times for  each bay. 
HD1063 pr in ts  a heading for  each case, pr ints  parameters identifying 
the case and tha t  portion of output which i s  common t o  a l l  f l u t t e r  points for  
the given case. 
CLOCK interrogates the internal  clock and returns date and time coded 
as four alphameric words. 
EUCLID uses values of ~1 from a table  read in to  the program to  con- 
s t ruc t  the complex 5 matrix. Sylvester's resul- 
tant is found and tabulated versus 1-1 . This table  i s  then searched fo r  sign 
changes and for  each sign change the program interpolates t o  f ind a 1-1 value 
for  which Sylvester's resultant vanishes. A corresponding Z value is  found 
and the pair of values , Z represent a f l u t t e r  point. Same checks a re  
performed and the f l u t t e r  point data along with 
m e r i t  are  printed out. 
For each of these matrices, 
f l u t t e r  vector and figures of 
C W  generates the matrix E .  
EQCHAR finds the characteristic equation of a double precision matrix. 
The routine handles 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 matrices as special cases. Larger matrices 
a r e  f i r s t  reduced t o  Hessenberg form [7] then subroutine CHAR is called t o  find 
the characterist ic equation (see Appendix V I I ) .  
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CEwi uses a recursion scheme to find coefficients of the characteris- 
tic equation of a mtrix which is in Hessenberg form. 
SCALE generates a matrix whose determinant vanishes when real and 
imaginary parts of the characteristic equation of the flutter matrix have 
common roots. 
removed, one on the roots of the Characteristic equation, the other on the 
determinant of the matrix. 
fluctuations encountered without scaling. 
duction is used to allaw the resultant to be computed as a determinant of 
order n rather than 2n-1 . 
In the process of generating this matrix two scale factors are 
This is necessary because of the enornous magnitude 
A recursion based on pivotal re- 
DETERM finds the determinant of a double precision matrix and scales 
it to prevent underflow. The true value of the determinant is RES x 2 NSUM , 
where RES and NSUM are subroutine arguments. 
WRITER prints a table of 
real and imaginary paxts of the characteristic equation. 
indicated where this resultant changes sign. 
printed which do not affect the sign. 
versus Sylvester's resultant from the 
Flutter points are 
Two scale factors are also 
FLUT finds the second flutter parameter, cy , corresponding to the 
flutter value of p .* 
WROUT prints the flutter point data. The same routine also prints 
surrounding points used in interpolating for the final flutter point.* 
VECTOR computes the flutter vector. The vector is premultiplied by , 
the flutter matrix to give the residuals. 
uals are printed. 
of the characteristic equation at flutter. 
characteristic equations. 
matrix and again for the same matrix where the eigenvalue which was subtracted 
on the main diagonal is increased and decreased by 2 per cent. 
determinants are printed. 
Polar form of the vector and resid- 
Figures of merit are found for the real and imaginary parts 
These are printed along with the 
Finally, the determinant is computed for the flutter 
These three 
INVCX inverts a complex matrix. 
VECNFM normalizes the flutter vector in accordance with a scheme 
where each mode shape has unit rms amplitude. 
* Note as mentioned earlier that the program symbols used for 1.1 suggest CY 
rather than ~1 . 
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CXDEX’ finds the determinant of a ccmplex matrix. The determinant is 
X + iY where X and Y are subroutine arguments. 
FMM finds F f i , , ( a l ,~ ,~ )  . 
lMK!2 finds the kth derivative of f,(u) evaluated a t  u = t . (See 
(See El], pages 51 - 52.) 
page 51, [l]). 
itself. This f’unction has three argunents, k , m and t . The derivative of order zero is considered t o  be the function 
BFV evaluates the Bessel function Ju(x) where u = 0 or 1 . 
SUM4 is called by BFV t o  evaluate Ju(x) when x is greater than or  
equal t o  4. 
VIII. SuBMITllING A CC.MPUER RUN 
The program requires that logical tape 9 be available t o  the program. 
Hence, the user must either give instructions t o  mount a previously generated 
tape, or t o  mount a tape t o  be reserved following the  current run, or t o  
a scratch tape fo r  use as logical tape 9. 
Program deck structure, excluding I D  or JOB cards for the particular 









































- subroutine FMKT 
- subroutine GHDUMP 
- subroutine GMML 
- subroutine HMML 
- function FMM 
- subroutine CDFIND 
- subroutine FREQEQ 
- subroutine CLOCK - subroutine C0NTR.L 
- subroutine INK - subroutine GPIUGR - subroutine BFQST 
- subroutine l3”R 
- M c t i o n  SUMM - function BFV 





































- subroutine FINDP 
- subroutine FtIiDI 
- subroutine HD1063 
- subroutine CBAR 
- subroutine CHAR 
- subroutine QCHAR 
- subroutine SCALE 
- subroutine DETERM 
- subroutine WRITER 
- subroutine FLUT 
- subroutine WROUT 
- subroutine INVCX 
- subroutine VECNRM 
- subroutine CXDET 
- subroutine VECTOR 
- subroutine EUCLID 
Intermediate tape data card 
Data fo r  f i r s t  case 
B l a n k  card 
Data fo r  second case 
Blank card 
Data fo r  last case 
B l a n k  card 
Extra blank card or end of f i l e  
Computer running t i m e  depends on a variety of factors. The follow- 
ing guidelines may be useful i n  estimating running t i m e  u n t i l  the user has 
enough experience with his own type of applications t o  mke better estimates. 
A four-mode calculation (one frequency-damping combination) takes 
approximately 30 seconds (based on an expected average of 2 - 3 f l u t t e r  points). 
A corresponding six-mode calculation requires about 60 t o  75 seconds (4  - 5 
f l u t t e r  points on the average). If logical  tape 9 is  not available from a 
previous run, the running t i m e  estimate should include, i n  addition t o  the 
above, about I? miniltes f o r  each value of L for  which a s e t  of data w i l l  
be written on tape 9. 
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APPENDIX I1 
DESCRIPTION OF SCALINZ ROUTINES 
a 
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Experience with an earlier version of the program shawed that the 
range of magnitudes of Sylvester’s resultant of the real and imaginary parts 
of the characteristic equation can be extremely wide. The object of the pro- 
gram is to find u. values which will cause the resultant to vanish. Yet for 
the initial values read into the 
cause overflow. 
that the machine can handle. 
accuracy in scaling. 
table the resultant may be so large as to 
Hence scaling has been used to keep these numbers in a range 
Binary scaling was used to avoid any loss of 
Two kinds of scale factors are used. One of these scales the roots 
of the characteristic equation; the other scales the reduced determinant. The 
scale factor applied to the roots of the chazacteristic equation is based on 
the real part of the equation and is chosen so that the magnitudes of the non- 
zero polynomial coefficients cluster around unity. The scale factor applied 
to the determinant is the product of several scale factors -- one for each row 
of the determinant except the last -- and is likewise chosen so that the cal- 
culated resultant is of the order of magnitude of unity. 
The program prints the base 2 logarithms of these two scale factors 
along with a scaled resultant value. The logarithms of the scale factor for 
the characteristic equation and the determinant are labeled SFA and SFR, re- 
spectively. The true value of the resultant can be obtained fYom the printed 
(scaled) resultant from 
, p2SFk+SF’R 
REStrue = RESscaled 
where 
print out the true resultant since much of the time this number is outside the 
range of magnitudes which the machine can handle. 
n is the number of modes used in the analysis. No attempt is made to 
- 35 - 
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INTERMCI) 8 IATE TAPE F O M T  
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The program obtains certain essent ia l  information frcan a binary in- 
The program references t h i s  tape as logical  tape 9. termediate tape. 
previously generated tape containing the required data i s  mounted, an input 
card must be punched which will cause the program t o  generate the tape a t  the 
beginning of the current run. 
I f  no 
Information on logical  tape 9 consists of one or more sets of data, 
one for  each value of L from UEN t o  IMAX. 
the present program. The symbol L represents the number of chordwise bays 
i n  the panel array under study. 
following sequence of seven records: 
The upper bound for  TMAX is 4 i n  
Each s e t  of data on the tape consists of the 
L i s t  Description -3ecord Length 
1 16 words L Number of chordwise bays 
(MODE ( J  ) J = l , l O  ) 
NSP 'Mrmber of spanwise bays 
hGBAR Spanwise mode number 
e chord Chordwise s t i f fness  parameter 
e span Spanwise s t i f fness  parameter 
16 Intervals used i n  integration 
Chordwise mode numbers 
Frequencies y , and 3 2 77 words (GAMMA(J),J=~,U) 
((C(M,K),M=l,ll),K=l,6) Cm ¶ 
66 words ((D(M,K),&l,ll),K=1,6) Dm 
¶ 
3 
4 100 words ((DJAY(ME3,M),Ml3=l,lO), J B , ~  
M=1,10) 




In the arrays GAMMA, C and D t3e subscript value of 11 refers  t o  the 
spanwise mode while subscripts 1 - 10 refer  t o  chordwise modes. 
In order t o  form the integrals Iz¶m,u (See [l] , page 52) it is 
necessary t o  integrate the products of Pu(A-l+rp) times G6 J ¶  &p) and % , m , ~ ( v ) .  
- 37 - 
! 
To conserve storage the sum of 
k = L, note tha t  s,m,l i s  zero. '%e subscripts of GH(MB,M,K) correspond re- 
spectively t o  m,m and an index representing the distance from the panel array 
leading edge measured i n  terms o f t h e  increment used i n  the numerical inte- 
gration. B u s  since & = 1/16, K ranges from 1 t o  16L. Since the program 
does not presently have the capability of analyzing 5-bay configurations, the 
dimension of the array GH could be reduced t o  GH(10,10,64) t o  gain additional 
storage space for the program. 
and Gam a is  generated and stored. For 
Following the data corresponding t o  L = &, the tape has one 16- 
This is presently used t o  signal end of f i le .  word record indicating L = 5 .  
When data fo r  a f l u t t e r  case have been read, the program searches 
logical tape 9 for the data set corresponding t o  the value of L specified on 
the 06 data card. 
- 38 - 





EXPIANATION OF EXCEPTIONAL COMMON STA-S 
- 39 - 
. 
I 
Routines SUMM, FMKT, F", Gr*IML and HMML have short C W O N  tables 
since these routines reference only a few symbols near the beginning of the 
COMMON list.  
a 
In routines GF;IML, HMML, FRE)&EQ, CDFIND and GHDUMI? an "0" i s  used i n  
place of "L" i n  the C W O N  table  since L is  used ei ther  i n  argument l is ts  or 
as a DO loop index. 
In routines FR- and GHDUMF' an "ON" i s  used in place of "BN" since 
BN is used in FR- as a scratch variable. 
Since data generated by GHDUMP a re  preserved on logical  tape 9, and 
not i n  COMMON storage, the COMMON table for  the overlay l ink containing G H D W  
does not agree w i t h  tha t  of the l a t e r  overlay links. In particular,  the l a t e r  
routines do not contain the arrays CC, CD, DD. 
- 40 - 
APPENDIX V 
LIST OF C W O N  AND ARGUMEXI LIST QUANTITIES ALTERED BY VARIOUS SUBPROGRAMS 
- 41 - 
Subroutine GHDUMP and the subprograms it c a l l s  carnmunicate with %he 
r e s t  of the program through logical tape 9 and not through COMMON storage. 
Therefore, the l i s t  below is divided t o  show these routines separate from the 
other routines. 
Subroutines i n  Overlay Containing; GHDUMP 
GHDUMP - reads MODE (1 - lo) ,  NSP, PJGBAR, EPY, Em and minimum and 
FREQEQ - computes FREQ, QMM arrays. 
CDFIND - computes DJAY, CAY, ARE, C,  D, CC, CD, DD arrays. 
GMML - computes GEM. 
HMML - computes "I. 
maximum values of L . It also defines NOD? = 16. 
Subroutines not i n  Overlay Containing GHDUI4P 
CONTRL - i s  effectually the main routine. 
INK - i s  the input routine. Quantities defined are: EMSQ, EM, 
It does not a l t e r  any 
quantit ies.  
BW,, BETA, BFOR, S, L, MMAX, NNN, A, TESTR, NENP, WGAM, NERJC, NEXEIV, NESRdOD, 
NNST, NEWGME3, NEWDPH, lAXAL, NK, NG, and the arrays ALPHA, CKAY, GT, NODE, and 
SAVE. 
This includes NSP, L G W ,  EPY, EPX, NODP, and the arrays MODE, GANMA, C, D, 
DJAY, CAY, ARE and GH. 
GPLUSH - reads appropriate data from logical  tape 9 in to  the program. 
BFQ,ST - defines Q, SS, T, BN, BUF. 
UMKJ3HR - inverts matrix R i n  argument l i s t .  
WIND - defines PREAL, PIMAG. 
IFIND - defines AEX, AEI, EYER, EYEI. 
HD1063 - increments EJSEQ. 
EUCLID - computes array REST i n  the argument l i s t .  
CBAR - defines array CR i n  the argument l is t .  
EQCHAR - defines array PRE i n  the argument l i s t .  
CHAR - defines array D i n  the argument l i s t .  
SCALE - defines NS, KRUB and array RR i n  the argument l i s t .  
DETERM - redefines NSUM, RES i n  the argument l is t .  
FLUT - defines U, RES i n  the argument l ist .  
INVCX - inverts complex matrix R i n  argument l i s t .  
CXDET - computes X, Y i n  argument l i s t .  
VECTOR - redefines array C i n  argument l i s t .  
VECNRM - defines array VM i n  argument l i s t .  
- 42 - 
APPENDIX VI 
a 
TABLE OF PRCGRAM SYMBOLS 






Bef erence Notation 
A 
Im( E'lC ) 
Re (E-% ) 
EUCLID Re(E) and Im(e) 
%,A 
Jii,m 
E - 1 ~  
E-1~ 
M2 









Twice the distance from panel ecige t o  
See Section 111. 
See Section 111. 
Table of p values. 
See page E, [I.] *. 
wind tunnel w a l l .  
Coefficients of spamise mode expan- 
sion. See Appendix E, [l]. 
See Appendix E, [l]. 
See pages 43 - 44, [l]. 
See page 4, [I]. 
Sumation Over chordwise bays. 
Summation over chordwise Says. 
Reduced f'requency. 
Table of k values. 
Flutter m t r i x .  See Section 111. 
See pages 43 - 44,[1]. 
Summation over chordwise bays. 
See page 4, [I.. . 
Matrix product EINV * WAY 
See page 15, [l] . 
Matrix product EINV *ARE 
Mach number. 
Torsional proportionality constant 
(Section 11). 
Torsional proportionality constant 
(Section 11). 
See page 15, [1J. 
See page 15, [l] . * 
* %,m and & ll; are misprinted i n  L l J .  They should read as follows: 
- 2  




































Frequencies of a l l  modes i n  range of 
Structural damping coefficient. 
Frequencies of modes used. 
See Appendix 111. 
Scale factor table  (SFR table).  
Scale factor SFA. 
Count of i t e ra t ive  interpolations 
needed t o  find f lu t t e r .  
Number of chordwise bays. 
Scale factor table  (SFA table).  
Number of chordwise modes. 
Chordwise mode numbers. 
Edge condition option number. See 
Spanwise mode number. 
Number of terms i n  spanwise mode ex- 
Constant = 16. 
Scale factor SFR. 
Number of sparwise bays- 
See page 10, 11. 
See page 10, [lj. 
Characteristic equation. 
See page 4, [I]. 
See pages 39 - 41,[1]- 
Resultant table.  
Reciprocal of aspect ratio. 
interest .  
See pages 
40 - 41, py. 
Section V. 
pansion. 
See page 4, [l}. 
See page 4, 111. 
Flutter precision control parameter. 
See Appendix M. 
- 45 - 
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APPENDIX V I 1  
a CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION ROUTINE 
- 46 - 
To set up the Sylvester determinant it is necessary t o  calc-date tk?e 
characteristic polynomial of the flutter matrix. 
program made use of the Danilewski method [8], which was found to be numeri- 
cally unstable [7]. "he present routine calculates the polynomial in two 
steps. 
Hessenberg, fcmm via a series of numerically stable operations [ 7 ] .  * The 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are then obtained using a re- 
currence relation derived from the general induction formula given in [9]. 
two-step process proceeds as follows. 
An earlier version of the 
The flutter matrix is first converted to the almost triangular, or 
The 
The flutter matrix is a f u l l m  x m matrix which is represented as 
F =  
. . . .  
. . . .  
. . . .  
This matrix is first transformed to the Hessenberg form 
. . . . . . . . .  slm S 11 S 12 S = .  
SZ1 S 22.. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  CI o s  32 S 3 3 . .  s = {  0 0 ' I  
i 
. !  I .  - - i  
i :  
* The operations consist i n  similarity transformations which do not alter the 
characteristic polynomial. 
- 47 - 
. 
'. 
Nar let pl,p be the coefficient of Xp in the characteristic polynomial of 
the n x n submatrix taken fromthe upper left hand corner of S . The recur- 
rence relati03 for computing the coefficients is 
n-p 
k=l d =  n,p 'n-1,p-1 - 1 vn-l,n-k+l 'n-k+l,n d n-k,p 
(VII-1) 
where dj,j = 1 (including j = 0) 
dj,k = 0 for j C k 
= 0 for k C  0 
dj ,k  m 
An -1 d matrix is obtained by application of Eq. VfI-1 through the 
ranges 
n = 1,2,3 ...... m 
p = 0,1,2 ...... m 
The m + 1 elements of the r n t h  row of the d matrix are the required coef- 
ficients of the characteristic polynomial of the m x m matrix F . 
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APF"DM V I 1 1  
0 ADMISSIBLE VALUES FOR THE TORSIONAL RESTRAINT PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR ey 
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In  the  case of the f i n i t e  span array (Option 1 )  a res t r ic t ion  is -h- 
posed on 8 
The coefficients i n  the expansion are of the form* 
by the sine series expansion of the spanwise deflection shape. Y 
- 2 B3 Q Bn,u - 4-4 4 4 
B y  - U T T  n 
where 2B = wavelength of expansion = X + 2N 
1 = sL/2M 
s = inverse of aspect r a t i o  
L = number of chordwise panels 
M = Mach number 
N = number of spanwise panels 
= frequency of spanwise mode 
n = number of the spanwise mode 
u = sunrmation index 




The frequency f n  depends on 8 and N whereas B depends on N , s , L 
and M . It is  obviously possible t o  choose values for  the above quantit ies 
such tha t  the denominator B";i;-u%r4 vanishes, i n  which case the computer pro- 
gram w i l l  give an erroneous result. 
t i on  of parameters w i l l  be indicated i n  the print-out of the expansion coef- 
f ic ients  . 
Y 
An inadvertent choice of such a combina- 
The res t r ic t ion  on B (or more precisely on the combination cy , 
M )  could be eliminated by causing the program t o  detect such a 
Y 
N > s , L 
s i tuat ion and a r t i f i c i a l l y  set B t o  a somewhat greater value. It i s  fe l t ,  
however, t ha t  t h i s  modification i s  unwarranted because cf the small probability 
tha t  the s i tuat ion w i l l  occur. 
For the array w i t h  span extending t o  inf in i ty  (Option 2 )  the expan- 
sion coefficients contain the term f:-u4n4 i n  the denominator which vanishes 
fo r  e 3 0 ; u = n . This degenerate case i s  taken care of by program logic. 
However, it i s  reco-mended that values 0 < cy << 1 b e  avoided t o  avert possi- 
b l e  numerical d i f f icu l t ies  associated with a vanishingly small (but not pre- 
c i se ly  zero) value of the denominator. 
Y 
* See fl], Appendix E ,  Equation (E-7). 
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DESCRIPTION OF A PROGRAM CHECK AND THE FWCISION FACTOR TBTR 
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The purpose of t h i s  Appendix is t o  discuss the program check denoted 
i n  the output listing by the quantities P , Q , P/PlA and Q / Q l A  (following 
the characteristic equation pr in t  out), and the  precision factor TESTR. 
The basis for  the check is the f a c t  that, a t  f l u t t e r ,  the real and 
imaginary characterist ic polynomials of the f l u t t e r  matrix must have a common 
root. Referring t o  Section 111, the f l u t t e r  matrix may be written as 
[XI - pi3k2(1-jg)E’1J + (1-jg)E-k] 
where X = Zg(l+g2)/24 (as handled i n  the program). Since c~ and A can be 
considered independent variables with all other quantities fixed, the charac- 
t e r i s t i c  polynomials may be written as 
Real polynomial = P(1,p)  = %Arn+ . . . . .+all + a. 
Imag. polynomial = Q(h,p)  = bm-lAm-l+ . . .. . +blX + bo 
where the ai and bi are real-valued functions of p, only. 
L e t  A F  = X a t  f l u t t e r  
pF = p a t  f l u t t e r  
Then the check c r i t e r i a  stated above may be written as 
The quantities appearing i n  the program check can now be defined as follows: 
- 52 - 
Now P/PlA and Q/Q,J.A represent the Newton-Raphson recurrence rela%ion for  
i terat ion of the polynomials w i t h  respect t o  A . For example, i f  P is  
i terated holding p fixed a t  UF and IF is  the current estimate fo r  1 , 
then the Newton-Raphson next approximation for h is AF ( 1  - P/PlA). 
The quantities P/PU and Q/QIA cannot be interpreted as a per- 
centage error. However, experience with the computer program has shown tha t  
values l e s s  than about 
values of 1/11 and z1/3 . the other hand, values of the order 10-1 im- 
ply breakdawn of the computational techniques employed. 
imply a t  l ea s t  four-digi t  accuracy i n  the cmputed 
The input parameter TESTR is  an upper bound on the acceptable decimal 
per cent error i n  p . It i s  used i n  the program as follows. In  searching for  
a zero of the Sylvester determinant the current bracketing values of p 
used t o  interpolate for the next approximation fo r  p, . If are  
p1 = current p, value for which determinant i s  positive 
k2 = current p value for which determinant is negative 
F~ and p,2 are  used t o  interpolate for  the next approximation pE . If the 
absolute value of the range pl - p2 is l ess  than or equal t o  pE times 
TESTR, pLE i s  accepted as the f l u t t e r  p . 
In  application of the computer program a value of lo-' has been used 
for TESTR. The effect  of using other values has not been explored. 
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FILM DIAGRAMS 
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Tabulate 
cos * 
Set MX t o  Ml, the 
f i r s t  roda mrmber. 
FmUm 
1 ,  
Ye 8 
& I 
Store fmquency and - - e. IncrementMX Set storage index NO 
equal MX. 
Choose cos frun 
table for  mitable 
index. 
- 
Choose values of fre- 
quency, EN, BP, which 
bracket a zem of 
frequency equation. 
t 
I Find VN, VP values of frequency equation for 
t- Rearrange BN, BP, VN, VP, so that VB L 0 ,  VP 2 0. 
Replace VP and E2 
with new values. 
%place VXi and BFI 
with new values. 
Evaluate frequency 
equation f o r  trial 
Interpolate for 
root of frequency 
equation. 
Subroutine mQEQ 
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. 
* \  
t 
t 
Set storage index 
to  m. - 
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t 
of P&) and store 
real snd imaginary I parts. 
I I 
L 
8et g equal first 
Print heading for , - . vabe in table of 
PmbleL g'a. 
C a l l E u C m D  -
Subroutine CONTRL 
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8 5 8  9 




F(u) Raa folula 




L u = u + l  - 
Note: ex and cy in the program are interchayd vlth reference to the 
notation in RASA CR-80 (Ref (1)). 
Subroutine B W T  
a 
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'f 
EYEZ to zero. 
NndAERudAEI 
t 
0 Set & = 1. + 
t Yea 
Subroutine FIND1 
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P 
I 
I I I 
I 
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Store imaginary part of characteristic 
equation in row 1 of R. 
1 
Scale rows 1 and n + 1 of R. 
Store real part of characteristic 
equation in row n + 1 of R. 
Determine base 2 logarithm of scale 
factor for characteristic equation. 
Caanpute matrix of reduced determinant 
in rows 1 to n of R. 
Scale all rows except the last of the 
reduced determinant. 
Subroutine SCALE 
- 62 - 
t 
Affix sign t o  Scale each diagonal 
product. 
A determinant. - element and form 
* 
* Yes Use element as 
determinant. 
A 
1 Is it a 1 x l? 
Copy array into work 




Set de t e d n a n t  
t o  zero. 
f 




v Find maximum element 
of row LT-1. 
No Interchange row and 
L 
c 
column t o  bring it on 
diagonal. 
+ 
Use diagonal element 
as pivot t o  clear 




LT = LT + 1 L r c w 
Subroutine DETERM 
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*. 
Print three determinant 
values f o r  canparison. 
t 
Invert the upper l e f t  





Add eigenvalue t o  
diagonal of m x m 
f l u t t e r  matrix. 
Set vector t o  negative 
product of this inverse 
and l a s t  column. 
polar form. 
Call VECNFM t o  norm- 
al ize  vector. 
t Multiply matrix by vector t o  get residuals. 
Find determinant of ma- 
trix where eigenvalue is 
2$ low, 2$ high. 
I 
Mnd determinant of 
f l u t t e r  matrix. 
Find figures of merit 
hraluate P and Q, the 
rea l  and imaginary 
par ts  of the charac- 
t e r i s t i c  equation. 
Print  vector and 
residuals. 
Subroutine VECTOR 
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SUBROUTINE GHDUMP GHDUO020 
CCMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y I E P X I G ~ M ~ S S . T ~ P I F R E O ~ S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ ~ S Q ~ S ~ K ~ G H D U O O ~ O  
l E M r C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L r P I M A G ~ H M M ~ D P H I I W n A X + O 1 X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~ C C ~ C D ~ G H D U O O 4 0  
~ D D ~ C ~ D ~ P U R ~ P U I ~ G H ~ B U ~ ~ D J A Y ~ C A Y . A R E I N N N I E M S Q ~ N D D P ~ X N O D P ~ B E E ~ N E ~ P ~  GHDU0050 
~NEWGH*NEWGAM*NEWGMB.NEWDPH*ALPHA*CKAYINEUEIV*NE~C*NNS~* GHDU0060 
4 D P N O r E I N V ~ S Q S ~ S F O R ~ E I J ~ E I R ~ A E R . A E I I N K ~ A ~ L N D P ~ Q M M ~ M O O E  GHOU0070 
COUMON G I T E S T R I ~ A X A L ~ ~ M ~ ~ N C A S E * N G ~ A ~ * N S P I N G I G T I N E W M O D * O N  GHDUOOBO 
DIMENSION G A ~ M A ~ l l ~ ~ F R E Q ~ 3 l ~ r C O E F S ~ 2 4 ~ 1 E v E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E I ~ l D ~ l O ~ r  GHDU0090 
l E I J ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ E f R 1 1 0 ~ 1 O ~ ~ A E R ~ l O ~ l D ~ ~ A E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E I N V ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ C K A Y ~ 3 O l ~  GHDUOlOO 
2 A L P H A ( 5 1 ~ ~ D J A Y ~ 1 O ~ 1 O ~ r C A Y ( L O + L O ) r b R E ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ 8 U F ~ Z O ~ ~ G H ~ l O ~ l O ~  8O)rGHUUO l  
3PUR(20* B O ) r P U 1 ( 2 0 *  8 0 1 ~ C C ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ C D l l O ~ 1 0 ~ ~ O D ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ C ~ l l ~ 6 ~ ~ D ~ 1 1 G H D U 0 1 2 0  
4*6)rOMM(311r~ODE(lOI*GT(5) GHDUOL 3 0  
DIMtNSION S A V E I 1 4 I  GHDU0140 
OICENSION ON(Z0)  GHDUOl5O 
GHDUO170 NODP=16 
DPH1=.0625 GHDUOlHO 
P I  = 3.1415927 GHDU0190 
MHAX=lO GHUUOZOO 
READ15r600)  LMIN*LMAXiMDDE*NSP*NGBAR*EPYEPX GHOUOZlO 
F O R M A T ( 1 4 1 2 ~ 2 F l O - 0 )  GH DU 0 2  2 0 
I F  THE CARD IS BLANK* TAPE WAS GENERATED PREVIOUSLY GHD U02 2 2  
I F ( L M A X - L T - 1 )  RETURN GHDUO22 5 
F I N D  SPANWISE FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES GHDUO227 
CALL FREQEQ(NSP*NG0AR*NGBAR.EPX.FREQl GHDU0230 
CALL CDFIND(l*NSP*NGBAR*NGBAR) GHDU0240 
00 900 LtLMIYeLMAX GHDU0250 
LNDP=L*NCDP GHOU0260 
F I N D  CHCRDWISE FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES GHDU0265 
CALL F R E O E Q ~ L ~ L ~ M O D E ~ 1 0 ~ ~ E P Y ~ F R E O l  GHDU0270 
CALL C D F I N D ( l r L * l r M M A X I  GHDUOZBO 
GEWRATE G PLUS H MATRIX GHDU0285 
DO 4 6  J s l r L N D P  GHDU0290 
XT=J GHDU0300 
DARG=XT*DPHI GHDUO 3 10 
IF(DARG-1.0011 3 5 ~ 3 3 9 3 3  GHDU0320 
DARG=DARG-l- GHDU0330 
GO TO 3 2  GHDU0340 
JM= LNDP-NODP- J GHDU0350 
JX=(J- l ) /NODP+I  GHDU0360 
DO 46 U=l*MMAX GHDU0370 
DO 4 6  MBZliMMAX GHDU0380 
CALL GMHL ( M *  MB* J X  9 L * OARG) GHDU0390 
GHtMBrMrJ)=GMU GHDU0400 
I F ( J ) r )  46944.44 GHDU0410 
CALL HMML(MVMB~JX*LIDARGI GHDU0420 
GH(MB~M~JI=GH(MB*MIJ)+HMM GHDU0430 
CON 1 I NUE GHDUO440 
URITE(  ~ I L * M O O E I N S P ~ N G B A R I E P Y ~ E P X * N D O P  GHDUO4SO 
WRI T E I  9)  GAMMA*  C GHD U04 6 0 
bdRITEI 9) D GHDU0470 
W R I T t f  9 )  DJAY GHDU0480 
WRITE( 9 )  CAY GHOUO490 
WRITE( 91 ARE GHDUO5OO 
WRITE( 9 )  GH GHDU0510 
CONTINUE GHDU0520 
WRITE RECORD TO SIGNAL END OF DATA GHDU0525 
L=5 GHDU0530 
WRITE( 9 )  L*MODE*NSPpNGBARtEPYIEPXINODP GHDU0540 
END F I L €  9 GHDUO545 
REWIND 9 GHDU0546 
RElURN GHDU0550 
END GHDU0560 













7553 FML=( M- 1)  /L+1 
SUBROUTINE FREPEQ(LULIXM~~MM~IEPIFREP)  FREOOOZO 
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S 1 T . P . F R E Q 1 S A V E I C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ 0 E T A ~ B S Q ~ S O K ~ F R E P O O 3 O  
1 E M ~ C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M H ~ O P H I . W n A X ~ O ~ X L ~ S H R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~ C C ~ C D ~ F R € P O O 4 0  
2 0 D ~ C ~ D ~ P U R ~ P U I ~ G H ~ 0 U F I D J A V . C A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E ~ N N N ~ E M S P ~ N 0 0 P i X N 0 0 P ~ 0 E E ~ N E U P ~  FREOOOSO 
3 N E U G H ~ N E U G A M ~ N E W G M B ~ N E ~ O P H ~ A L P H A ~ C ~ A Y ~ N E U E I V ~ N E U C ~ N N S T ~  FRFQ0060 
~ D P N O ~ E I N V ~ S O S ~ S F O R ~ E l J ~ E I R ~ A E R ~ A E l i N K ~ A ~ L N O P ~ Q M ~ ~ ~ O D E  FRE00070 
COMMON GI TESTR ~ H A X A L I M M M V  NCASEI NGBARINSPINGI GTv NEUMODt ON FREPOOEO 
DIMENSIOY G A ~ M A i l l ~ r F R E P i 3 l ~ ~ C O E F S i 2 4 ~ ~ E Y E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E ~ ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~  FREP0090 
1 E I J ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ E I R t 1 0 ~ l O ~ r A E R 1 1 0 1 1 0 ) . A E l t l O ~ l O ~ ~ E I N V ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ C K A Y l 3 O ~ ~  FREPOlOO 
2 A L P H A ~ 5 1 ~ ~ D J A Y ~ 1 O ~ l O ~ ~ C A Y ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A R E ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ 0 U F i 2 O ~ ~ G H i l O ~ l O ~  80)*FRE00110 
3PURi201 8 0 ) ~ P U I i 2 0 1  8 0 ~ ~ C C i 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ C D i 1 0 ~ l O ~ ~ O D i l O ~ l O ~ ~ C i l l r 6 ~ ~ D ~ l l F R E P O l 2 O  
4 r 6 )  i P M M i  31 I *MODE [ 10 1 t G T i  5) FRECO 130 
DIMENSION SAVE(14) FREQ0140 
DIMENSlON DNi2O) F REO01 50 
DI WENSION CSTi7) FREOOl60 
FREP0170 L=LUL 
M l = M M L  FREPOlBO 
M2=MM2 FREP0190 
00 671 J=2*6 FREC0200 
CST t J)=O. FREPO2 10 
CSTil)=-L. FRE00220 
GO TO i750~750r703~704~705~706)~L FREP0230 
CST (2 =-. 5 FRE90240 
F REP0250 GO TO 750 
CSTi 21 =-. 70710678 FRE00260 
GO TO 750  fREP0270 
CST i 2 I=- .  80901699 FREPO280 
FREP0290 CSTt3)=-.30901699 
GI: TO 750 FHE00300 
FR EQ03 LO C S T  ( 2  I=- .  06602540 
C S T i 3  ) = - o s  FREQO32O 
L2=L+2 FREP0330 
LH= i L+l ) / 2  FREQ0340 
DQ 753 J=l*LH FREQ0350 
K=L2-J FRE00360 
CST t Io= -CST ( J) F REP03 70 
SOLVE FREQUENCY EPUAT ION FRFQ0380 
00 760 M X = M l t M Z  FREQ0390 
MK=CX FREQ0400 
C= MK FREP04 10 











CR= I!-2 *L* M a  
IFiMR-L-1) 752*752*751 










GO TO 90 
vp=v 



























F RE P 0600 










- 67 - 
. 
-. I5 1 
152 
153 
I 5 4  
150  
180  
1 8  
1 6  
1 7  
















GO TO 90 
I F  (RAT-. 1 I 154.154r 153 
IFIBN-EA1 180.20.180 
IFIBP-BA) 1 
I F ( V )  1 6 - 2 0  
VN=V 
8N=BA 
GO TO 15 
VP=V 
R P= BA 
GO TO 15 




S I = S  I N t  BA) 
CO=COS(BA) 
EX=EXP(BAl 
EXH= 1. /EX 
.~ - 
*ZO*l8 





























SUBROUTINE C O F I N D I L l ~ L U L ~ M M l ~ M M 2 )  COF I0020 
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S ~ T ~ ~ ~ F R E O ~ S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ 8 F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S Q ~ S ~ K ~ C O F I O O 3 O  
1 E M ~ C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ D P H I ~ M M A X . O ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~ C C ~ C D ~ C U F I O O 4 0  
2 0 O ~ C ~ D ~ P U R ~ P U 1 ~ G H ~ B U F . D J A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E ~ N N N ~ E M S 9 ~ N 0 0 P ~ X N 0 D P ~ B E E ~ N E U P ~  COF10050 
3 N E U G H ~ N E W G A M ~ N E W G M B ~ N E ~ O P H ~ A L P H A ~ C K A Y ~ N E U E I V ~ N E U C ~ N N S l ~  CPF I0060 
4 O P N O ~ E I N V ~ S P S ~ S F O R ~ E I J . E I R I A E R ~ A E I ~ N K ~ A ~ L N O P ~ Q M M ~ M O D E  CLjFI 0070 
COMMON G ~ T E S T R i M A X A L i M H n . N C A S E , N G B A R I ” G I G T I N t U M O ~ ~ B N  COFI 0080 
DIMENSION G A M M A l l l l ~ F R E P ( 3 l l ~ C O E F S l 2 4 l ~ E Y E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E ~ l l O ~ l O ~ ~  COFI0090 
l E I J ( 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ E I R ~ 1 0 ~ 1 O ~ ~ A E R ( l O ~ l O ~ ~ A E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E I N V l l O ~ l O ~ ~ C K A Y ~ 3 O ~ ~  COFIOlOO 
2 A L P H A ( 5 1 ~ ~ D J A Y ~ 1 0 ~ L O ~ ~ C A Y ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A R E l l O ~ l O ~ ~ B U F ~ 2 O ~ ~ G H ~ l O ~ l O ~  8 0 ) ~ C O F I l l O  
3PURI2O. 8 O l r P U I ( 2 0 1  8 0 l r C C ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ C D ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ D D ( l O ~ l O ~ ~ C ~ l l ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ l l C O F I O l 2 O  
4 v 6 1. PMM I31 I 9 MODE t 10 1 COFIOl30 
DIMENSION SAVE1141 CUF I 0 1 4 0  
DIMENSION BNl2O l  COF10150 




MC=plMAX COFI 0200 
00 36 MX=Ml,M2 Cf lFIO2lO 
MK=MX CUF I 0 2 2 0  
N=MOOE(MK) CCJFIO230 
BA=FREQl M )  COFI 0240 
QP=QMM( N l  COFI 0250  
I F 1  pll-M2) 20 r l7 .17  COF 10260 
M=MK COF10270 
BA=FREOl 3 1  1 COFI 0280  
Opl=PMM(31) COF10290 
MK= 11 COF I 0 3 0 0  
L M O O t  CODIH-l+2*L) COFI0310 
G A M M A (  MK)=BA COF I 0 3 2 0  
IF I L M O D ) 2 4 * 2 2 ~ 2 4  CnF 10330 
M IS CONGRUENT TO 1 MOO 2L COF I 0 3 4 0  
C lMK111=1- COFI 0350 
I F t L - 2 )  2 3 1 r 2 2 1 r 2 2 1  COF10360 
CnF I 0 3 7 0  00 23  J=Z*L  
C 1 MKI J l = - C  ( MK* J-1) COF I 0 3 8 0  
S IGND=l- COFI 0390 
COF10400 GO TO 28  
GT( 5 )  
24 IF lLMOD-L)30r26*30 COF I 0 4  10 




2 8  
2 9  
C 
3 0  
35 
3 6  
C 
40 
M IS CONGRUENT T O  1 MOD L 
DO 27 J= l rL  
C M K r  J ) = l o  
SIGh’D=-l. 
DO 29 J t l r L  
O (  MKI J ) = S  I G N O * C  (MK. J I 
GO TO 36 
FORM C A N 0  D 
FJ=J 
U M - P I  * Z A H L / E L  
UML=UM*F J 
S L U M t S I  N(UML-UI41 
S L U = S I N ( U M L l  
00 35 JsL1.L 
L A H L = L + M - l  
C ( M K * J ) = S L U - P M * S L U H  
D(  MKI J )=SLUM-QM*SLU 
I F t M K - 1 1 )  40999999 
00 5 J S l v M M  
00 5 K = L * Y M  
C C ( J * K ) = O .  
C O ( J * K ) = O o  
DD( JIK )=Oo 
00 5 I = l * L  
C O N T I N U E  
F O R C  SUM OF PRODUCTS OF C AND D 
S U B R O U T I N E  G M M L ( M r M B A R * L L . L l . P H I )  
D I M E N S I O N  G A M M A ~ 1 l l ~ F R E P ~ 3 l ~ + C O E F S ~ 2 4 ~ r S A V E ~ 1 4 )  
C O F I  0420 
C O F I  0430 
COF I0440 
C f l F  I0450 
C O F  I0460 
C O F  I0470 
C O F  I0480 
C f l F  I0490 
C O F I  0500 
C O F  IO51 0 
COF I0520 
C U F I O 5 3 0  
C O F  I0540 
C O F I  0550 
C O F  10560 
C U F I O 5 7 0  
C O F I  0580 
C O F I 0 5 9 0  
C O F  I0600 
C O F  I 0 6  10 
C O F  I 0620 
C O F I  0630 
C O F  10640 
C U F 1 0 6 5 0  
C O F I  0660 
C O F I 0 6 7 0  
C O F  I0680 
C O F 1 0 6 9 0  
C O F  I0700 
C OF I071 0 
C O F 1 0 7 2 0  
C O F I  0730 
C O F I  0740 
C O F I  0750 
C O F I 0 7 6 0  
C O F I  0770 
C O F I  0780 
C O F I 0 7 9 0  
C O F 1 0 8 0 0  
C O F I  0810 
C O F I  0820 
C O F I O 8 3 0  
C O F I O B 4 0  
C O F I  0850 
GMMLOOZO 
G M M L 0 0 3 0  
G M ML 00 5 0 
01 M E N S I O N  C ( l l r 6  I * D(  1 1 ~ 6 1  .OD( 101 101 * C D (  10*10) v C C  10.101 *EYER( lO .GMMLOD40 
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S . T I P 1 F R E Q , S A V E ~ C O ~ F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S Q ~ S R K ~ G M M L O O 6 0  
l E M ~ C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ O P H I ~ M M A X ~ O ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~ C C ~ C D ~ G M M L O O 7 O  
1 1 0 ) ~ E Y E I 1 1 0 ~ 1 0 )  
2DO.C * D  GHMLOOBO 
L = L 1  G M M L 0 0 9 0  
SUMCOl=O.O G M M L O l O O  
SUMCO3=O.O G M M L O l 1 0  
SUMCDS=O.O G M H L O l Z O  
SUMCDl=O.C G M M L O l 3 0  
00 10 L 6 A R t L L . L  G M M L O l 4 0  
J l = L B A R - L L + l  G M M L O l 5 0  
S U M C O l ~ S U M C O l + C ~ M ~ J 1 ~ * C ~ M B A R ~ L B A R l  GMML 0 160 
SUMCD3=SUMCD3+C(MrJlI*D(MBAR*LBARl G U M L O 1 7 0  
SUMCOS=SU~CD5+D(MtJl)*C(MBAR1LBAR) G MML 01 80 
LO S U H C D 7 = S U M C D 7 + D ( W ~  J L  ) * D ( M B A R * L B A R  1 G M M L O l 9 O  
F l = F M M ( l . O - P H I *  loO*M*MBAR*O.O)  G M M L O 2 0 0  
F Z = F ~ M ( O . O . P H I ~ M r M B A R 1 0 . 0 )  GMML 02 10 
F 3 = F C M (  0.09 1.O-PMI r M r M B A R * O o O )  G M M L O 2 2 0  
F 4 ~ F M M ~ P H 1 ~ l ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ M ~ M B A R ~ O ~ O I  G M M L 0 2 3 0  
FS=FMM(-PHI ~ . o . M ~ ~ E A R *  0 .0 )  G M M L Q 2 4 0  
F 6 r F M M  (-1 0 0 P H I  * M r  MBARq 0.0 I G M H L 0 2 5 0  
F7=F M M t  1.0 1 . 0-PHI. M*WBAR*O.O ) GMML 0260 
- 69 - 
F!?TfIC( P H I  tO.O*MrMBAR.O-O) 
F l = F  I-F2 
F 3=f  3-F4 
F5=F5-F6 
F 7=F7-FR 
G C M = F l * S U M C D l - F 3 * S U M C O 3  
l -F5*SUMCDS+F7*SUMCD7 
999 R E T U R N  
E NO 
G M M L 0 2 7 0  
GMML 0 2 8 0  
G M M L 0 2 9 0  
GMML 0300 
G M M L 0 3 1 0  
GMMLO32O 
G M M L 0 3 3 0  
G M M L 0 3 4 0  
G M M L 0 3 5 0  
S U B R O U T I N E  H M M L l M . M B A R * L L . L l . P H I )  HPML 0020 
O I M E N S I C N  G a M M A ( l l ) r F R E P ( 3 1 ) . C O E F S ( 2 4 ) . S A V E ( l 4 )  H M M L Q 0 3 0  
llO)*EYEI~10.10) HMMLOOSO 
COMMON G A M M A . E P Y . E P X ~ G M M r S S . T I Q . F R E Q 1 S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ B F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S O ~ S ~ K ~ H M M L O O b O  
Z O D i C . 0  HMMLOORO 
L = L1 H M M L 0 0 9 0  
SUMCD1 = 0.0 HMML 0100 
SUMCO3 = 0.0 H M M L O l l O  
SUMCDS = 0.0 H M M L O l 2 O  
L L l  = LL41  H M M L 0 1 4 0  
00 20 L B A R  = L L l r L  H M M L O l 5 D  
J1 = L B A R  -LL HM ML 0 160 
S U M C O l ~ S U M C O l + C ~  M * J l  1 *C ~ M B A R I  L B A R  1 H M M L O l 7 0  
SUMCD3=SUMC03+C ( M J l  1 *O [ WEAR * L B A R )  H M Y L O l e O  
SUMCD5=SUMCCS+O(M,JL) *C~MBARLBAR)  H M ML 0 1 9 0 
20 SUMCO7=SUMCO7+OIMrJl ) *D(nBARILBAR)  HMMLOZOO 
F l  = F M M ( l . O . P H I r M r M B A R ~ O ~ 0 )  H M M L O 2 l O  
F2 FMC(1.0-PHI.O.O.MrMBAR.O.0) H M M L 0 2 2 0  
f 3  = F M P ( P H 1  - 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 . 0 ~ M ~ M B A R v O ~ O )  H M M L 0 2 3 0  
F4  = F M M ~ - l ~ O ~ 1 ~ 0 - P H I . M r M B A R I O . O )  HM ML 024 0 
f 5  = F M M ( O . O * P H I ~ M ~ M B A R I O , ~ ~  H M M L 0 2 5 0  
F6 = F M M f - P H I  ~O.O*M~MBARIO.O) HMYL0260  
f 7  = F M ~ ( P H I ~ l . O . M i M B A R ~ O . 0 )  H M M L 0 2 7 0  
F B  = F M M ~ O ~ O ~ 1 ~ O ~ P H I ~ M r M B A R I O . O )  HMMLO2EO 
F 1  = F 1 - F Z  H M M L O 2 9 0  
F 3  = F 3 - F 4  H Y M L 0 3 0 0  
F 5  = F S - F I  H M M L 0 3 1 0  
F7  = F 7 - F B  H M M L 0 3 2 0  
HPM = F l * S U P C O l  - F3*SUHCO3 - F5*SUMCO5 4 F 7 * S U H C O 7  H M M L 0 3 3 0  
999 RETURN H MML 0340 
END H M WL 03 50 
D I M E N S I O N  C ( l l r 6 )  * D ( l l r 6 )  ~ O O ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ C O ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ . C C ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E R ~ l O ~ H ~ M L O O 4 O  
1 E M ~ C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ O P H I ~ M M ~ X ~ O ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~ C C ~ ~ ~ ~ H M M L O O 7 O  
SUPCD7 = 0.0 HRMLO13O 
SUBROUT I YE CONTRL C G N T 0 0 2  0 
C O N 1 0 0 3 0  
D I M E N S I O N  KODEI10) C O N 1 0 0 4 0  
1 E M ~ C K ~ S r P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ D P H I ~ M M A X ~ L ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M l ~ E Y ~ R ~ E Y E l ~  C O V T 0 0 6 0  
CONTOO80 
COPCON GITESTR.MAXAL~MWM.YCASE.NGEAR~NSP.NGIGTINEUMOD~BN C 0:; T 0 100 
C ONE MODE PROBLEMS NOT ALLOWED 
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S 1 T I Q I F R E 9 ~ S A V E , C O E F S ~ B F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S O ~ S ~ K ~ C O N T O O 5 0  
2 C ~ O I P U R ~ P U I ~ G H ~ E U F ~ O J A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E . N Y N . E ~ S Q ~ N O D P ~ X N O D P ~ R E E ~ N F U P ~  C O N 1 0 0 7 0  
~NEWGHINEWGACINEUGME~NEWDPHIALPHAICKAY~NEUEIV .NEWC~N~ST~ 
4 O P N O ~ E I N V ~ S C S ~ S F O R ~ E I J ~ E I R ~ A E R ~ A E I ~ N K ~ A ~ L N D P ~ O I M ~ M O O E  c n Y T Q 0 9 0  
D I M E N S I O N  GAMMA( 11) . F R E 4 ( 3 1  ) * C O E F S ( 2 4 ) *  E Y E R  L 101 10) * E Y E  1 t 10t 10) C O N T O l l O  
1 E l J ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E I R ~ 1 O ~ l O ~ ~ A E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A E I ( 1 0 ~ l O ~ ~ E I N V ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ C K A Y ~ 3 O l ~  C O N T O 1 2 0  
t A L P H A ( S 1 )  .OJAY (109 L O ~ ~ C A Y ( 1 0 ~ 1 0 ) t A R E (  l O v l O ) * B U f  20) .GH( 10.10. 80) * C O N 1 0 1 3 0  
3 P U R I Z O e  R O ) * P U I ( Z O .  BO)* C ( l l r 6 ) r 0 ~ 1 1 C O U T 0 1 4 0  
D I M E N S I O N  S A V E ( 1 4 )  COW10160  
D I P E N S I O N  B N ( Z 0 )  C U N T O 1 7 0  
C O Y  T 0 1 A 0  D I P E N S I O N  R E S T ( 5 1 )  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  C ON1 0 1 90 
C O E F S  (2)=-.004394275 CON T 0 2 1 0 
C O E F S  (4)=-.000122226 C O N T O 2 3 0  
C C E F S  t 5 I =  .000043506 C O N 1  02 40 
4.6)rPMM(31)rflOOE(lOJ.GT(5) C O Y T O L S O  
C O E f S  ( I ) =  .999999997 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 2 0 0  
C O E F S t  3 ) =  .000434725 c n u ~ o 2 2 0  
- 70 - 
*. 
20 
H 2  
C 








2 0  
3 2  
3 5  
50 




7 1  
C 
12 
7 3  
74 
C O E F S ( 6 1 = - . 0 0 0 0 0 9 2 8 5  
C O E F S ( 7 1 = - . 0 3 1 2 4 9 9 9 5  
C O E F S ( B ) =  0001144106 
COEF S (9 1z-o 00021 8024 
C O E F S ~ l O 1 = . 0 0 0 0 8 5 8 4 4  
C O E F S ~ l l ) = - . 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 1 4  
C O E F S t l Z I =  g000008099 
C O E F S  f 13 )= 1.000000004 
C O E F S ~ 1 4 ) = . 0 0 7 3 2 3 9 3 1  
C O E F S ~ 1 5 1 = - . 0 0 0 5 5 9 4 8 7  
C O E F S (  161=g000145575 
COEF S ( 17 I=-*  000050363 
C O E F S t  181~0000010632 
C f Y E F S ( l 9 ) = . 0 9 3 7 4 9 9 9 4  
C 0 E F S ~ 2 0 1 ~ - . 0 0 L 6 0 1 8 3 6  
C O E F S  t 2 1 )=. 000266891 
COEF 5 t 22 1 =-. 000099941 
C O E F S ( 2 3 ) = . 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 5 8  
C O E F S ~ 2 4 ~ ~ - . 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 7 3  
N S E P = l  
SAVE 1 1-0. 
C A L L  INK 
IF(HMAX.LE.0) R E T U R N  
L NO P= L* 16 
P U L L  T A B L E S  OF G+H O F F  OF T A P E  9. 
KODE I J) =MODE( J I 
C A L L  G P L U S H  
IF (NEWGAU+NEWMOO+NEWOPH+NEUGM8) 50. 50.25 
DO 26 J = l * M M A X  
I F  (MODE(  MHAX I - K O D E I  MMAX 1 1 
I F  MODES REQUESTED D I S A G R E E  W I T H  MODES ON T A P E *  COMPRESS ARRAYS 
00 35 I H = l r M M A X  
I F ~ M O O E ~ l M ~ o E Q o K O D E ~ I M ~ l  GO TO 35 
00 272 K = I U 1 9  
27.51151 
TO G I V E  AGREEMENT 
IF~HODE~K+1~.NE.KODE~IMl~ GO T O  272 
I K=K+ 1 
GO T C  275 
CONT I N U €  
b R I T E  (6.273) K O O E t  I M I  
F O R W A T ~ 1 6 H O R E Q U E S T E O  HOOE I 3 * 1 4 H  NOT ON T A P E  9) 
GO TO 20  
G A H H A ( 1 H I - G A M M A f I K I  
00 28 J = l r L  
C ( I M I J ~ = C ( I K I J )  
O ( I M r J ) = D ( I K . J )  
DO 32 LK=l.HMAX 
KH=WOOE ( LKO 
K K x K O D E ( L K 1  
D J A Y  ( KM, I M l = O J A Y  (KK s I K  1 
C A Y ( K M T I M ~ = C A Y ( K K . I K I  
ARE IKM, 1 M ) = A R E  I K K  9 I K I  
00 32 J G H s l r  LGH 
LGH=2O*L 
G H ( K W I I H T J G H ) = G H ( K K ~ I K . J G H ~  
CONT I NUE 
GO T O  51 
C A L L  B F Q S T ( 1 )  
GO T O  70 
I F t N N S T - 1 1  70.70.61 
C A L L  B F Q S T  (2) 
I F  t NEW€ I V )  80.80~ 71 
DO 72 J t l v M H A X  
I F ( N E W C )  60~60.51 
S G = S S * G A M M A ( J l * * 4  
FORM E INVERSE. P R E H U L T I P L Y  R A N 0  J 
DO 72 K=l.MHAX 
E I N V ~ J ~ K ~ ~ ~ O J A Y ~ J ~ K ~ * ~ S G + ~ * S F O R ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ * S Q S * C A Y ~ J T K ~ ~ / S S  
C A L L  U H K E H R ( E 1 N V i M M A X )  
00 75 J = l t M M A X  
00 75 K = l r H M A X  
GO TO 74 
C O N T O 2 5 0  
C O N 1 0 2 6 0  
C O N l  02 70  
C O N 1 0 2 8 0  
C O N 1 0 2 9 0  
C O N 1 0 3 0 0  
C O N l  03 10 
C O N 1 0 3 2 0  
C O N 1 0 3 3 0  
C O N 1 0 3 4 0  
C O N T 0 3 5 0  
CONTO 360 
C O N 1 0 3 7 0  
C O N T 0 3 8 0  
C O N 1 0 3 9 0  
CONTO4OO 
C O N T O 4 1  0 
C O N 1 0 4 2 0  
CONT 04 30 
C O N 1 0 4 4 0  
C O N T 0 4 4 5  
C 0 N T 045 0 
C O N T 0 4 6 0  
C O N T 0 4 7 0  
C O N T 0 4 8 0  
C O N 1 0 4 9 0  
C O N 1  05 00 
C O N T 0 5 1 0  
C O Y T O 5 2 0  
C O N 1 0 5 3 0  
C O N 1  0534 
C O N 1 0 5 3 5  
C O N 1 0 5 4 0  
C O N T 0 5 4 2  
C O N T 0 5 4 4  
C O N 1 0 5 4 6  
C O N 1 0 5 4 8  
C O N T 0 5 5 0  
C O N 1 0 5 5 2  
C O N T 0 5 5 4  
C O N T 0 5 5 6  
C O N 1 0 5 5 8  
CONT 0560 
C O N 1 0 5 8 0  
C O N 1 0 5 9 0  
C O Y 1 0 6 0 0  
C O N 1  06 IO 
C O N 1 0 6 2 0  
C O Y T 0 6 3 0  
C O N 1 0 6 4 0  
CONT 0650 
C O N 1 0 6 6 0  
C O Y 1 0 6 7 0  
C O N 1 0 6 8 0  
CON10690 
C O Y 1 0 7 0 0  
C O Y T 0 7 1 0  
C O N 1 0 7 2 0  
C O N 1 0 7 3 0  
C O N T 0 7 4 0  
C O Y T 0 7 5 0  
C O Y T 0 7 6 0  
CONT 0770 
C O N T 0 7 8 0  
C O Y T 0 7 9 0  
CONTOBOO 
C O N T O 8 1  0 
C O N 1 0 8 2 0  
C ONTO 83 0 
C O N T O 8 4 0  
CONT 0850 
C O N 1 0 8 6 0  




C** *  
N l  
C 
A3 
8 4  




9 5  
96 
9 6 0  
9 1  
4 0  
4 1  
C***  
4 2  
C * * *  
E I J ( J * K ) = O .  CON10870 
E I R l  J*KI=O. CO r i T O 6 8  0 
DO 76 K=l*MMAX CON10900 
DO 76 I = l * M M A X  CON10910 
€ I J ( J I K ) = E I J ( J ~ K ) + E I N V ( J . I ) * D J A Y ( I . K )  COUT0920 
€ I R ~ J r K ~ = E I R ~ J ~ K ~ + E I N V l J ~ I 1 * A R E l I ~ K ~  CUNl09 3 0  
JK= 1 CONT0940 
IF(hNST+NK+NEYP -31 9 0 r 8 1 * 8 1  CCYT0950 
CHOOSE REDUCED FREQUENCY FROM TABLE C 11 YT O Y  5 5 
CK=CKAY I J K )  COhT0960 
SOK=CK*CK C(lUT0970 
CALCULATE AND STORE P C O Y T O 9 B O  
DO 0 4  J z l r L N D P  CON10990 
ARG=J CUNT1000 
ARG=ARG*OPHI C O h l T l O l O  
DO 04 K=NNST*NNN COYT 1 0 2  0 
U=2*K- MOD I NGBAR*NSP* 2 1 CON11030 
CALL F I NDP ( U *  ARC) CON11040 
PUR I K *  J)=PREAL CUNT1050 
P U I ( K v J ) = P I M A G  C O N 1  1 0 6 0  
CALL F I N O I t N N N )  C O h l  1070 
ADD I N  TERMS NOT SUMMED OVER U CONT 1080 
COA=CK-CK/BSQ CUNT1090  
DO 91 K=lrMMAX C O N 1  11 LO 
A€R( J rK)=AER(  JIK)/SS+E I R  1 JIK 1 CON11120 
A E I ( J * K ) = A E I ( J * K ) / S S + C O A * E I J l J * K )  CONll 1 3 0  
DO 960 JG=l rNG C ON1 1 1 4 0  
CHOOSE STRUCTURAL DAMPING FROM TABLE C O N l l  1 4 5  
G=GT ( JG 1 CONT 1150 
C A L L  HDlO63(NSEQv JKIKODE) C O W  1 I60 
FACTR=-SOK*BETA CON11 170 
F12=12./ tBETA* I  l.+G*G) 1 COYT 1180 
CALL E U C L I D l M M A X ~ G ~ E I J ~ A E R ~ A E I ~ A L P H A ~ R E S l ~ F A C T R ~ M A X A L ~ T E S T R ~ L ~ F l 2 r C O ~ T l l 9 0  
LOJhY) CON1 1 2 0 0  
CONTI NUE CON11210 
JK=JK+l  CONT 1220 
E NO CONT 1 2 4 0  
00 76 J = l * M M A X  cuNTOe90 
00 91 J = l * M M A X  C O N T 1 1 0 0  
I F t J K - N K )  8 1 * 8 1 1 2 0  cordi 1 2  30 
SUBROUTINE I N K  I q K  
l E M *  CKr S * P I  PREAL 9 P I  MAG9 HRMr OPHI W A X *  L XL * SMRr SH I E Y E R  EYE I I N K  
3 ~ E W G H r N E W G A C ~ N E W G M 0 ~ N E U D P H ~ A L P H A ~ C K A Y ~ N E U E I V ~ N E U C ~ N N S T ~  I N K  
~ D P N O ~ E I N V ~ S ~ S ~ S F O R ~ E ~ J ~ E I R I A E R . A E R ~ A E I ~ N K ~ A ~ L N O P ~ O M M ~ H O O E  I hrK 
I N K  
DIMENSION G A C M A ~ l l ~ ~ F R E ~ ~ 3 l ~ ~ C O E F S ~ 2 4 ~ + E Y E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~  I N K  
l E I J ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ E I R ~ 1 0 ~ 1 O ~ ~ A E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ r E I N V ~ l O ~ l O ~ r C K A Y ~ 3 O ~ ~  I N K  
2ALPHA1511 wDJAY I l O r l O )  .CAY t lor  10) *ARE 80) v I N K  
3PUR(20*  R O ) r P U I ( 2 0 *  801r C ( 1 l r b ) r D I  l l I N K  
COMMON G A H M A ~ E P Y r E P X ~ G M M r S S ~ T ~ Q ~ F R E 9 ~ S A ~ E ~ C O E F S ~ 0 F O R ~ 0 E l A ~ 8 S ~ ~ S ~ K ~ l N K  
I N K  2 Cr  D*  PUR* PU I GH* 0UF * O J A Y r  CAY ARE rNNN9 EHSijv NOOPr XNOOP * B€E * NEWPI 
COMYON GI TESTR*MAXAL* MMMrNCASE * NGRAR *NSP t NGI GTr NEUMOO 
101 LO) r B U F ( 2 0 )  *GH( 101 101 
4 r  6 1 PMM t 31 1 *MODE l 0 1 r GT f 5) INK 
OIMENSION S A V E ( l 4  INK 
DIMENSION W(S)rKW 3 ) r K M ( l O )  I NK 
NE WOPH=O I N K  
NEWEIV=O I N K  
NNST-1 I N K  
NEWC=O I NK 
NEWP=O f NK 
NE WG AM= 0 INK 
NEWGM0=O I X K  
NEWMOD=O I NK 
RE A 0  I NK 
FORMAT(412*2XSE10.5r 1 0 1 2 )  INK 
I F  F IRST CAR0 OF CASE IS BLANK9 CALL E X I T  IrJK 
I f ( K G l 4 2 r 4 2 9 4 4  I NK 
CALL E X I T  INK 
(5 1 4  1 1 KGt KWr W r KM 










0 1 2 0  
0 1 3 0  
0 1 4 0  
01 SO 
0 1 6 0  
0170 
0 1 8 0  
0190 
0200 
0 2 1 0  
0 2 2 0  
0 2 3 0  
0240 
0 2 5 0  
0 2 5 5  
0 2 6 0  
0 2  70 
I N K  0275 BRANCH T O  STORE AS INDICATED BY CARD CODE 




3 0  



























TE STR=U 1 ) 
GO TO 52 
S=WI 1) 
SFOR=SQS*SQS 
NEWEIV= l  
NEUC=l 
GO TO 93 
MMAX=KWI 1) 
NE UMOD= 1 
sas=s*s 
I F l K W ( 2 ) ) 3 5 r 3 5 r 3 0  
DO 3 1  J=1.10 
HOOE(J )=KMIJ )  
GO TO 37 




B f  OR=BSQ*BSQ 
GO TO 9 3  
NG=KW( 1 )  
G T ( J ) = W ( J )  
NG= 1 
GO TO 52 
SAVE I J) = W l  J) 
L = K W I l )  
GO TO 52 
NE WGAM= 1 
NEWEI V = l  
NKl=KWI  1) 
NK2=KW(Z) 
NKL-NK1-1 
K rJ -NKL  
ALPHA(J )=WIK)  
GO TO 52 
MAXAL=KWIl )  
GO TO 52 
NK l=KWI  1) 
NKZ=KW( 2 1 
DO 36 J = l * M M A X  
GO i n  62 
BSO=ERSC-l. 
00 505 Jz1.5 
I F  4 NG I 5069 506952 
DO 61 J t l .5  
GC i n  52 
OC 71 J = N K l * N K Z  
NKL-NK1-1 
DO 91 J z N K l r N K Z  
K= J-NKL 
CKAY I J ) = W l K )  
NEWP=l 
GO TO 52 
N K = K W l l )  
GO T O  52 
NCASE=KW t 1) 
A=W( 1 ) + H I  1 I 
NEWC=l 
GO TO 93 
GO TO 124 
NEWPI1  
NNN=KW 1) 
A / 2  IS PUNCHED ON INPUT CAR0 
GC in 52 
REA0 I ~ ~ ~ ~ ) K G I K W S W I K H  
I F  (KG 199199 v 44 
A RLANK CARD S IGNALS END OF OATA FOR T H I S  CASE 
RETURN 
END 
I N K  0290 
I N K  0300 
I N K  0310 
I N K  0 3 2 0  
I N K  0330 
I N K  0340 
I N K  0350 
I N K  0360 
I N K  0370 
I N K  0380 
I N K  0390 
I N K  0400 
I N K  0410 
I N K  0420 
I N K  0430 
I N K  0440 
I N K  0450 
I N K  0460 
I N K  0470 
I N K  0480 
I N K  0490 
I N K  0500 
I N K  0510 
I N K  0520 
I N K  0530 
I N K  0540 
I N K  0550 
I N K  0560 
I N K  0570 
I N K  0580 
I N K  0590 
I N K  0595 
I N K  0600 
I N K  0640 
I N K  Ob50 
I N K  0660 
I N K  0680 
I N K  0690 
I N K  0710 
I N K  0720 
I N K  0730 
I N K  0740 
I N K  0750 






I N K  0800 
I N K  0810 
I N K  0840 
I N K  0850 
I N K  0860 
I N K  0870 
I N K  0910 
I N K  0920 
I N K  0930 
I N K  0940 
I N K  0950 
I N K  0960 
I N K  0970 
I N K  0980 
I N K  0990 
I N K  1090 
I N K  1100 
I N K  1 1 0 5  
I N K  1120 
I N K  1140 









SUBROUT I NE GPLUSH G P L i l J O Z t  
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S . T I P . F R E Q I S L V E . C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S Q ~ S ~ U ~ G P L U O O 3 0  
l E M r C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ ~ M M ~ D P ~ I ~ M M A X ~ L ~ X L ~ S H R ~ S M I ~ € Y E R ~ E Y E I ~  GPLUOO4O 
2 C ~ O ~ P U R ~ P U I ~ G H ~ B U F ~ O J A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E . N N N 1 E n S Q ~ N O D P ~ X N O D P ~ B E E ~ N E U P ~  GPLUOOSO 
~ N E W G H I N E U G A M ~ N E U G H B ~ N E W D P H ~ A L P H A ~ C K A Y I N E U E I V ~ N E H C ~ N N S T ~  G P L  U0060 
4 0 P N O ~ E I ~ V ~ S 9 S ~ S F O R ~ E I J . E I R I A E R ~ A E I ~ N K ~ A ~ L N D P ~ Q M M ~ H O O E  GPLUOO70 
COMMON G I T E S T R . M A X A L ~ M M M ~ N C A S E . N G B A R ~ N S P . N G I G T I N E H ~ O O ~ B N  GPCUOOBO 
D I M E N S I O N  G A M M A ~ l l l r F R E Q ~ 3 1 l ~ C O E F S ~ 2 4 l ~ E Y E R ~ l O ~ l O l ~ E Y E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~  G P L U 0 0 9 0  
l € I J ~ l O ~ l O l r E I R ~ L O ~ l O ~ ~ A E R ~ l O ~ l O l ~ A E I ~ L O ~ L O l ~ E I N V ~ l O ~ l O l ~ C K A Y ~ 3 O l ~  GPLUOLOO 
2 A L P H A ~ 5 l l r D J A Y ~ 1 O ~ l O l ~ C A Y ~ L O ~ l O l ~ A R E ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ B U F ~ Z O ~ ~ G H ~ L O ~ l O ~  8 0 1 * G P L U O l 1 0  
3PUR(LO*  8 0 I * P U I ( Z O *  801. C ( l l r 6 l r 0 ~ 1 1 G P L U O l Z O  
4 ~ 6 l ~ Q M M ~ 3 1 l r M O O E ~ l 0 l ~ G l ~ 5 l  G P L U O l 3 0  
D I M E N S I O N  S A V E ( L 4 1  
D I M E N S I O N  B N ( 2 0 1  
READ (~ILL~MOOEINSPINGBARIEPYIEPY*EPX*NODP 
I F t L L - L )  80*80r50 
REAC ( 9 l G A H H A r C  
READ 1 9 1  D 
REA0 ( 9 1  DJAY 
R E A I l ( 9 l  CAY 
R E A O ( 9 1  ARE 
R E A D ( 9 1  G H  
I F I L L - L I  10.90.50 
I F ( L - 3 1  999r999r998 
w n i N o  9 
RETURN 
REWIND 9 
GO TO 10 
EN0 
GPLUOLCO 
GP LUO 150 















SUBROUTINE BFPST(NN1 B F Q S 0 0 4 0  
L E C ~ C K I S ~ P I I P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ D P H I ~ M M A X ~ L ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~  B F Q S 0 0 6 0  
3 N E U G H + N E W G A ~ r N E W G M B I " I A L P H ~ A L P H A ~ C K A Y ~ N E U E I V ~ N E U C ~ N N S T ~  BFOSOOBO 
4 O P N O ~ E I N V ~ S O S r S F O A ~ E I J ~ E I R ~ A E R . b E I 1 N K 1 A ~ L N D P ~ O M M ~ M O O E  B F Q S 0 0 9 0  
COMMON GITESTR~MAXALIWMM~NCASEINGBAR.NSP,NGIGT*NEUMOD*BN B F  PSO 100 
CflMMON G A ~ M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ G M M ~ S S ~ T ~ Q ~ F R E Q ~ S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ 5 F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S Q ~ S ~ K ~ B F Q S O O 5 O  
2 C ~ O ~ P U R ~ P U I ~ G H ~ B U F ~ D J A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E ~ N N N ~ E M S Q ~ N O D P ~ X N O O P ~ B E E ~ N E U P ~  BFQSOD70 
OIMENSION G A ~ M A ~ 1 1 ~ ~ F R E Q ~ 3 1 l ~ C O E F S ~ Z 4 l ~ E Y E R ~ l O ~ l O l ~ E Y E I ~ L O ~ l O l ~  BFOSOL lO 
l E I J ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ r E I R ~ 1 0 ~ 1 O l ~ A E R ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A E I ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ E I N V ~ l O ~ l O l ~ C K A Y I 3 O l ~  BFOSOlZ  
2 A L P H A ~ 5 l ~ r D J A Y ~ l O ~ 1 O l ~ C A Y ~ L O ~ L O ~ ~ A R E ~ l O ~ l O l ~ B U F ~ 2 O l ~ G H ~ l O ~ l O ~  B O l r B F Q S 0 1 3 D  
3PUR(ZOv 8 0 l r P U I ( 2 0 *  8019 C ( l l r 6  I r O (  1 l B F Q S 0 1 4 0  
4 ~ 6 l ~ Q M ~ ( 3 1 ~ r M O D E ( l O l ~ G T ~ 5 ~  BFOSO 150 
R F Q S 0 1 6 0  O I M E N S I O N  S A V E ( 1 4 1  
O1CEF;SION B N t Z O l  B F Q S O l 7 O  
N=NN BFPSO180 
J S P = l l  B F Q S 0 1 9 0  
ENN=NSP BFQSO200  
E L = L  RF OS02 10 
BFOSOZZO G C = G A M M A ( l l ) * * 4  
GO TO ( 5 4 0 ~ 6 2 0 1 r N  B F P S 0 2 3 0  
>40 tOES=.ZS/G4 B F Q S 0 2 4 0  
F I Y3=F MKT I 3 JSP 1 1 BF PS025 0 
F f l Y 3 = F H K T ( 3 *  JSP.0. I B F  OS0260 
F I N l = F H K T ( L s J S P ~ L . l  BF QS 02 70 
F O N ~ = F W K T ( ~ ~ J S P I O I I  EFQSOZRO 
F IN2=FMKT(  2 t JSPI 1, I B F P S O 2 9 0  
F l lNZ=FMKT(Z*  JSP*O.) B F Q S 0 3 0 0  
B F O S 0 3 1 0  T=O. 
B F Q S 0 3 2 0  Q=O. 
B F O S 0 3 3 0  S S = l .  
I F t N C A S E - 3 )  546r546.620 B F Q S 0 3 4 0  
546 SS=O. B F O S 0 3 5 0  
00 550 K = l * N S P  BFOS0360 
B F P S O 3 7 0  CNKR=C( I l r K I  
D N K B = O ( l l r K )  B F Q S 0 3 8 0  
RUB=~CNKB*FON1-DNKB*FINL)*(CNKB*FON2+ONKB*FIN2~ B F O S 0 3 9 0  
RAB=CNKB*FINl -DNKB*FONl BFQSO400  
ROB=CNKB*FIN2+ONKB*FONZ B F  QS0410 
RIB=CNKB*FIN+ONKB*FON3 B F P S 0 4 2 0  
SS~SS+COES*~RUB-2.*RI8*RAB+ROB*~ROB-RABll B F O S 0 4 3 0  





01 5 S*G4 
550 T=T-0.25*RAB*RAB+COES*(RIB*(ROB-RIB)-RUB~ 
C F I N O  LACDA AND B 
6 2 0  GO TO ~ 8 1 r B 2 t B 3 r B l r B 3 1 r N C A S E  
$ 1  WHAT=S*EL/EM 
GO TO 90 
HL WHAT=O. 
ENN=l. 
GO T O  90 












9 1 8  
‘4 2 
92 I 
9 2 2  
9 3  








F INO BU AN0 FU 





GO TO ( 9 1 1 9 2 r 9 3 r 9 4 r 9 S ) r N C A S E  
DO 916 K X l t N S P  
CNKBxC ( 11 r K )  
O N K B = O ( l l r K )  
CPL=K 
CPL=lCPL+AMOA)*UPB 




C PL M=C P L-UPB 
SUB~CNKB*FIN3-ONKB*FON3-UPB**Z*~CNKB*FINl-ONKB*FONl~ 
RAB=CNKB*FON3-DNKB*FIN3-UPB**Z*~CNKB*FO~l-ONKB*FINl~ 
ROB=lCNKB*FON2+ONKB*F IN2~*C~SUM-~CNKB*F I~~2+DNKB*FON2~*COSUK 
RNU=BNU+COEB*IRUB*SINUK+ROB*UPB-RAB*SINUM) 
FU=BNU*BEE*0.5 
GO TO 9 R  
I F  I EPX 1 9 2  l r  92 1 r91 
DO 9 2 2  K=NNSTrNNN 




GO T O  99 
PAUSF 
GO TO 91 
GO TO 941 
GC TO 918 
BNU ~4./(PI*Ul*COS(O.5*UPB*(BEE-I.)) 
ABARzAMDA-ENN-A 




FIJI (COS (AHOA*UPB)-COS(UPB* 
BUF JU) +BNU*FU 
B N I  J U l t B N U  
RETURN 
END 
BNU=COER* t l.+Z-*COS( RUB) ) *  
SUBROUTINE UMKEHR(Rr I F )  
D I WENS1 ON Rt 10. LO) 
Y=IF 
I F ( h - 1 1 3 1 r 3 l r 3 8  
COS (ROB 
AMDA+ 1. 
R F P S 0 4 4 0  
RFQS0450 
BF 0 SO460 


















RF d S 0 6 h 0  
BF OS 0 6 7 0  





BF OS 0 7  3 0  




AFOSO 7 4  0 
BFOS0790 
DFi)S0810 
Bf OSOd 2 0  
BFPSO830 
B f  QS0840 
BFOSO850 













B f  i )S0970 
BFGS0980 
BFPSOYOO 
R F O S  1000 















4 2  
5 6  
4 3  
51 
5 2  
41 
4 4  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5 





9 Y 9  
UMKE 0060 
UMKk 0 0 7 0  
UMKE OOtiO 
U M K E 0 0 9 0  
U M K t O l O O  
U P I K € O 1 1 0  
U M K E O l l O  
U M K C O 1 3 0  
U M K E O l 5 0  
U M K E O I  60 
U M K F O I  70  
U C K E O l  R O  
U M K E O l 9 0  
UMKE 0200 
UMKEOZ 10 
UWKE 02 2 0 
U W K E O 2 3 0  
U M K E 0 2 4 0  
U M K F 0 2 5 0  
UMKEOZhO 
UMKEOZTO 
UMKE 0 2 8 0  
UVKE 0290 
U ~ K E O I ~ O  
S U B R O U T I N E  F I N D P  ( U * Z E T A I  PF 
COCPON G A M M A ~ E P V ~ E P X ~ G ~ M ~ S S ~ T ~ Q . F R E Q I S A V E I C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S O ~ S ~ K ~ P F  
I E C I C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I M A G ~ H M M ~ D P H I ~ M M A X ~ L ~ X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~  PF 
2 C I D I P U R ~ P U I I G H I ~ U F I D J A Y ~ C A Y ~ A R E ~ N N N I E H S P ~ N O ~ P ~ X N O D P ~ B E E ~ N E W P ~  PF 
~ N € W G H I N E W G A C I N E W G M ~ * ~ E ~ D P H A I C K ~ Y I N E W E I V * N E W C * N N S T .  P f  
4 D P N O ~ E I N V ~ S O S ~ S F O R ~ E I J . E I R I A E R ~ A E I ~ N K ~ A ~ L N D P ~ O M M ~ M O D E  PF 
CCCPCN G I T E S T R ~ M A X A L I M ~ M ~ N C A S E ~ N G B A R ~ N S P ~ N G ~ G T ~ ~ € U U O O ~ B N  PF 
D I M E N S I O N  G A M M A ~ l l ~ ~ F R E Q ~ 3 1 ~ ~ C O E F S l 2 4 ~ ~ E Y E ~ l l O ~ l O ~ ~ E Y E I ~ l O ~ l ~ ~ ~  PF 










2 A L P H A ~ 5 1 ~ ~ O J A Y ~ l O ~ 1 O ~ ~ C A Y ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ A R E ~ l O ~ l O ~ ~ B U F l 2 O ~ ~ G H ~ l O ~ l O ~  8 0 ) . P F I N 0 1 1 0  
3 P U R t 2 0 1  f ? O ) r P U 1 ( 2 0 1  8 0 ) s  C ( 1  1.6 1 t D (  1 l P F  IN0120 
4.6)rCMM(31)rMODE110)~GT(5) P F I N 0 1 3 0  
D I M E N S I O N  S A V E ( 1 4 )  P F I N 0 1 4 0  
D I M E N S I O N  B N ( 2 0 )  P F I Y 0 1 5 0  
B I G K = C K * E P / B S Q  P F I Y O l 6 0  
GAMUSP=BIGK*BIGK+(U*PI*S/(0ETA*BEE))**2 P F I N 0 1 7 0  
GACU=SQRT(GAMUSQ) P F I  NOlHO 
ARG=GAMU*ZET A PF IV0190 
C O  = 0.5*GAUUSQ + SQK/BFOR PF I NO200 
Cl=2.0*CK*GAMU/BSQ PF I U02 10 
CZ=GAMUSQ*Oo 5 PFIFt0270 
BO=BFV(  0 ARG 1 PF I N 0 2 3 0  
B l t B F V f l r A R G )  PF I NO240 
I F 1 B l ) l O v  11.10 PF I NO250 
B 2 t 0 . 0  PF I ig0260 
PF I N 0 2 7 0  GO T O  12 
B2=2.0*81/ARG-BO PF I N 0 2 8 0  
E V = C 2 * 0 2 - C 0 * 0 0  PF I N O 2 9 0  
ooo=c l * 0 1  P F I N 0 3 0 0  
AA=OIGK*CM*ZETA P F I N 0 3 1 0  
S I N A = S I N ( A A )  PF I :io320 
COSA=COS ( AA 1 PF I NO330 
PREAL=COSA*EV+SINA*ODO PF I NO340 
P I  KAG=COSA*OOO-S I N A + E V  PF I N 0 3 5 0  
R E T U R N  PFIh iO360 
END PF I NO370 
S U B R O U T I N E  F I N D I ( M A X U )  I F  I N 0 0 3 0  
1 E M ~ C K ~ S ~ P I ~ P R E A L ~ P I n A G t n n n r D P H I t n n A X I L I X L ~ S M R ~ S M I ~ E Y E R ~ E Y E I ~  I F  IN0050  
COMMON G A H M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X r G M ~ r S S I T I Q . F R E Q ~ S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S Q ~ S ~ K ~ I F I N O O 4 O  
2 C I D I P U R I P U I ~ G H ~ ~ U F ~ D J A V ~ C A Y ~ A R E , " N N . ~ M S Q ~ N O O P ~ X N O D P ~ ~ ~ E . N ~ W P ~  IF l OObO 
~ N E W G H ~ N E W G A M ~ N E U G M B ~ N E ~ D P H ~ A L P H A ~ C ~ A Y I N E W E I V ~ N E ~ C ~ N ~ S T ~  I F I N O 0 7 0  
~ D P N O ~ E I N V ~ S C S ~ S F O R ~ E I J I E I R ~ A E R . A E I I N K ~ A ~ L N D P ~ Q M M ~ M O D E ~ ~ O ~  I F  I Y O O R O  
- 76 - 
a 
0 
4 7  
C** *  
C*** 
c * * *  
C * * *  
1 7  
LO 
5 6  
I 9 9  
200 
201 
1 0 6  
C 
2 0 3  
205 
99 
4161 *OHM( 311 
01 PENS1 ON SAVE ( 14 I * G T I  5 I 
DIMENSION X ( 5 1 r V ( 5 1  
RUR=-SQK*( Oo5*EMSQ+l- l/BFOR 
ROB=O.S*( PI*S/BEE )**2/BSQ 
J=NODP 
00 4 7  K=l*MMAX 
DO 4 7  KB=l*MHAX 
EYER ( K *  KB 1 ~ 0 i  
EYEI(KIKBI=OI 
LCOP TO SUM OVER INDEX U 
DO 2 0 1  JU=lrMAXU 
BUF JU=BUF l J U I  
U=2*JU- MOO(NGBAR*Zl 
LCCPS TO F I N D  CONTRIBUTION OF TERM FOR EACH MATMIX ELEMENT 
PLERO=RUB-U*U*ROB 
DO 2 0 0  M = l * M M A X  




PAST PR= PZERO 
PASTGH*DJAY (MI  HEAR 1 
LOOP TO SUM OVER ALL CHORDWISE PANELS 
00 56 L L = l r L  
I L L = ( L L - l I * J  
SUMR=O, 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION LOOP 
INO=ILL+1-1  
I S = I  NO+N 
SUMI=O, 
00 2 0  I = l r J * 4  
OC 17 Nt1.4 
GCM=GH(MiMBAR* IS1 
X(N+I)=GMM*PUR(JUIISI 
Y ( N + 1 l ~ G M M * P U I I J U ~ I S l  










E Y E I ( M ~ ~ R A R ) J E Y E I ( H ~ M B A R I + S M I * B U F J U  
CON1 I NUE 
CDNTINUE 
FORM E INVERSE I =  AER AN0 A E I  
DO 203 J = l * M M A X  
DO 2 0 3  K=lrClUAX 
AERI J*KI=O- 
AEI(J.Kl=O. 
00 2 0 5  J= 1 9  MMAX 
DO 2 0 5  K=lrMMAX 
00 2 0 5  I = l r W M A X  
A E R ~ J ~ K l = A E R ( J ~ K I + E I N V I J . I ) + E Y E R ( I s K ~  




I F  1'401 4 0  
I F  1150150 
I F  I N 0 1 7 0  
I F l N O l O O  
I F  I N O l Y O  
I F  I i.10200 
I F  I NO210 
I FIY0220 
IF I N 0 2 3 0  
I F  I NO.? 35  
I F  INO240 
I F I N 0 2 5 0  
IFIYO260 
I F I N 0 2 6 5  
I F  I k 0 2 7 0  
IFINOZRO 
I F  I N 0 2 9 0  
I F  I NO300 
I F I  NO310 
I F I N 0 3 2 0  
I F I N 0 3 3 0  
I F I N 0 3 4 0  
I F  I NO345 
I F I N 0 3 5 0  
IF IN0360 
IF I N 0 3 7 0  
I F I  N03e0 
IF IN0385 
I F  IN0390 
I F  I N 0 4 0 0  
I F I N 0 4 2 0  1
I F I N 0 4 3 0  
I F   I N 0 4 4 0  O 5
IF I NO460 
I F  I NO470 
I F  I N 0 4 8 0  
I F  1 NO490 
I F  INOSlO 
I F  I N 0 5 2 0  
I F  I NO530 
IFIN0540 
I F I MO5 5 0 
I F  I NO560 
I F I N 0 5 7 0  
I F  IN0580 
I F  I N 0 5 9 0  
I F  I N 0 6 0 0  
I F  I N 0 6 1 0  
I F  1 x 0 6 3 0  
I F  I NO640 
I F  I NO650 
I F I N 0 6 b O  
I F  1 '40670 
I F  I k 0 6 8 0  
I F I NO690 
I F  I NO700 
I F  I N 0 1 6 0  
IF 1~0500 
I F  1 ~ 0 6 2 0  
HE ADO020 
a 



















3 P U R t Z 0 1  8 O ) r P U I ( 2 0 1  8011 
4 ~ 6 l t C M M ~ 3 1 ~ r M D D E ~ l O ) r G 1 o  
D I M E N S I O N  S A V E (  14) 
D I M E N S I O N  B N ( 2 0 1 r K O D E ( l D )  
A7=A*O. 5 
C A L L  C L O C K  ( T I ME 1 1 T I ME2 t D A T E  1 9  O A T  E2 1 
WR I TE ( 6 r Z l ) O A T E l r D A T E 2 r T  
F O R M A T ( 3 2 H l M . R o  I o  F L U T T E R  PROGRAM 
1 x 1 1 4 1  
NSEC=NSEP+ 1 
W R I T E  ( 6 r Z Z ) E M r S * E P Y * E P X *  
F f l R C A T I S X l H M 9 X l H S 6 X 7 H E ( S P A N ) 2 X ~ H E ( C H  
Hf hDOl30 
H E A D 0 1 4 0  
H t A D O l S O  
H F A D 0 1 6 0  
HE ADO1 7 0  
HF-ADO120 
HE A D 0 2 0 0  
H E A D O i l O  
RD)4X5HTESTR6XlHL6X4HMMAX9XlHHEA00230 
M E  I r T  I ME2 t NSEO 
D A T E ~ t A 6 r A 2 ~ S X S H T 1 ~ t ~ A ~ ~ A 1 ~ 5 0 H E A D 0 1 9 ~  
E S T R v L  (MMAXINSPI N N N v N G B A R  H E A r 3 G 2 2 0  
l N 6 X 4 H U M A X 3 X 1 3 H S P A N W I S E  M O D E / 4 F 1 0 . 4 ~ E 1 0 . 2 r I 6 r 4 I 1 0 )  
W R I T E  
FORMAT~5HOCASE5X3HA/25X6Hl/OPHI4XlHK9XlH~/I4~FlO~4~l~~2FIO~4~ 
IF(NEWGAC+NEWGMRl92r92r24 
W R  I TE 
F O R M A T ( L 1 H O G A C M A - R A R I F 1 1 . 7 )  
kR I TE ( ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ( K O D E ( J I ~ J P ~ ~ M M A X J  
F O R V A T 1 1 6 H O C H O R D - W I S E  M D D E 1 3 r 9 1 1 1 )  
k R I  TE 
F C R R A T ( B X l O F l 1 . 7 )  
W R I T E  
(6123) NCASE 1 A Z ~ N O D P I C K I  G 
(61 251 GAMMA ( 11 1 
( 6 r  27 1 (GAMMA ( J  1 1  J= l t H M A X  I 
(61948 I (BNI  J) s J=I *NNN)  
k R I T E  (61944) 
DO 945 J= 1 9  MMAX 
W R I T E  
k R I T E  1 6 , 9 4 6 )  
PO 947 J = l * M M A X  
k R I  TE ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( A E I ( J I K I ~ K = ~ ( M ~ A X  
F O R M A T ( 4 7 H O I N V E R S €  OF E L A S T I C  P A T R I X  T I M E S  
F O R C A T (  l P B E 1 5 .  7 1  
F C R K A T ( 5 5 H O I N V E R S E  O F  E L A S T I C  M A T R I X  TIMES 
F O R M A T ( 5 5 H O I N V E R S E  OF E L A S T I C  M A T R I X  T I M E S  
RE T U R N  
E N D  
(61943) ( A E R (  J q K  1 r K = l r M M A X  
H E A D 0 2 4 0  
H L A D 0 2 5 0  
HE ACOZ 60 
tit 11,0270 
~f w c z q o  
HE A D 0 2 9 0  
H E A D 0 3 0 0  
H t b S O 3 l O  
HE A 3 o 32 o 
nt  ~ ~ 0 3 3 0  
H F A D i 7 3 4 0  
348 F 0 R P A T ~ 6 H O B N ~ U ~ / ~ l X l O F l O ~ 6 ) 1  HkADO3CZG 
'32 I F ( S A V E ( 1 ) )  99193.99 Hf A 9 0 3 6 0  
43 I F i J K - 2 )  94195195 H t A P 0 3 7 0  
94 H R I T E  (61941 1 H t A 3 0 3 F O  
DO 942 J = l * M M A X  H E A D 0 3 9 0  
HE r(D04 10 
H L A 3 0 4 2 0  
HE 4 G  0 4 4  0 
H t A D 0 4 5 0  
H E A D 0 4 6 0  
I N E R T I A  M 4 T R I X )  H E A 13 0 4 7 0 
HE h D G 4  C 0 
R E A L  P A R T  A E Y C D  M A T K I X ) H F A P 0 4 9 0  
I M A G  P A R T  AERCO H A T R I X ) H € A 0 0 5 0 0  
HE A ?  05 IO 
H E A D 0 5 2 0  
842 U A l T E  (6  1943) ( € 1  J I J 1 K ) * K =  1 r MMAX HC 40 0400 
H E A D O ~ ~ O  
S U B R O U T I N E  C L O C K ( T I M € l ~ T I M E 2 ~ D A T E I ~ D A T E 2 ~  
C DUMPY R O U T I N E  TO B E  R E P L A C E D  B Y  CLOCK R O U T I N E  A P P R O P R I A T E  TO 
C P A R T I C U L A R  I N S T A L L A T I O N  
I I C E l s O .  
T l M t 2 = 0 .  
n A T C l = O .  
OATEZ=O. 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
c L {IC 002 0 
c L 0c0030 
CLm0040 
CLCC0050 
CL nC 0060 
C L  OC 0070 
C L U C 0 0 9 0  
c L oc 0 I 0 0 
c L r c  ooeo 
S U B R O U T I N E  E U C L  I D ( M * G * E , A R *  A I *  A L S * R E S T * F A C T H r  M A X A L  1 TESTR 1 LqF 1 2 1 G J  1 EUC 
C THIS V E R S I O N  O F  E U C L I D  C A L L S  FLU1 S U R R O U T I N E  HHlCH E uc 
C REDUCES C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  P O L Y N O M I A L S  TO L I N E A R  A N P  P U A O R A T I C  FACTLiRSEUC 
C F O R  C A L C U L A T I O N  OF A L P H A t E U C L I D I A N  A L G O R I T H M  M O U I F I E D )  E b C  
OOUtJLE P R E C I S I O N  R ~ l l r l O t ~ C R ~ 1 O ~ Z O ~ ~ P R E ~ Z 2 I ~ A L P ~ 5 l ~ ~ A P ~ A ~ ~ A L ~ D U ~ ~  EUC 
I D E T r R A N G F  E uc 
C F L U T T E R  O E T E K M I N A T I O N  U S I N G  S Y L V E S T E R S  R E S U L T A N T  EUC 
D I M E N S I O N  R E S T ( S 1 )  r L E S T ( S l I r J E S T I 5 1 )  E (IC 







0 0 7 0  
0090 
0090 
- 70 - 
DIMENSION E 110.10) rAR( 10.10) * A I (  101 10l.OJt 10.10) 
J7=51 
JPRE= 11 
802 ALP(J )=ALSIJ )  






804 DO 3 0  I X A L = I l r I 2  
C***  SET UP MATRIX CBAR 
805 AL=ALP(IXAL) 
CALL CBAR I AL rG r ARIA I s  E. N. CRv  FACTR) 
807 CALL OVERFLIJO) 
C***  FINO CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
C SYLVFSTER RESULTANT 
909  CALL EQCHAR(CR.PRE.N) 
CALL OVERFLtJO) 
GO TO ( 8 1 0 0 * 8 1 0 ) r J O  
8 1 0  I F I N )  8 1 0 0 ~ 8 1 0 0 ~ 8 1 1  
8100 DET=O. 















GO TO 30 
CALL SCALE(R.PRE*N.JPRErNSIKRUBl 
CALL OVERFL I J O )  




J F S T I  IXAL)=KRUB+NJL 
CALL OVERFLI J O )  
REST( IXAL)=OET 
GO T O  18100*30).JO 
GO TO 131.38.501r5061~INOEX 
CALL W R I T E R I A L P . R E S T I L E S T . ~ A X A L ~ J E S T I  
SEARCH FOR SIGN CHANGE OF REMAINOER 
JSUB=2 
INDEX=2 
DO 33 J=JSUB.MAXAL 
I F  ABS I REST J 1 )/REST( J )*REST1 J-1) 1 3251 339 3 3  
JSUB=J+l 
GO 10 3 5  
CON1 I NUE 
RETURN 
INTERPOLATE FOR FLUTTER POINT 
J= JSUB-1 
I 1= J7  
I 2 = J 7  
K 11-0 
AP=ALP J 1 
AWALPtJ -1 )  
RP=REST I J) 
RN=REST (J-1) 
JP= JEST I J 1 
JNxJESTt J-1) 
LP=LEST(J) 
LN=LEST I J-1 I 













LO I F =  I LN-LP I *N+ JN-JP 
EUC 0110 
EUC 0130  
EUC 0 1 4 0  
EUC 0 1 5 0  
EUC 0160 
€ U t  0180  
EUC 0190 
EUC 0 2 0 0  
EUC 0 2 1 0  
EUC 0220  
EUC 0 2 3 0  
EUC 0 2 4 0  
EUC 0245  
EUC 0 2 5 0  
EUC 0 2 6 0  
EUC 0265  
EUC 0 2 8 0  
EUC 0290 
EUC 0300 
EUC 0 3 0 5  
EUC 0310 
EUC 0 3 2 0  
EUC 0330 
EUC 0340 
EUC 0 3 5 0  
EUC 0360  
EUC 0 3 6 5  
EUC 0370 




EUC 0 4 1 5  
EUC 0 4 2 0  
EUC 0430 
EUC 0440  
EUC 0 4 5 0  
EUC 0460 
EUC 0470 
EUC 0 4 8 0  
EUC 0490 
EUC 0500  
EUC 0510  
EUC 0 5 2 0  
EUC 0 5 3 0  
EUC 0540  
EUC 0550  
EUC 0560  
EUC 0570  
EUC 0580  
EUC 0590 
EUC 0600 
EUC 0610  
EUC 0620 
EUC 0630  
EUC 0640 
EUC 0650  
EUC 0660 
EUC 0670 




EUC 0720  
EUC 0730  
EUC 0740  
EUC 0750  
EUC 0760 
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=. 
i 7  
3 7 1  
3 7 2  







4 1  
41 1 
C 
4 1  




5 u 7  
SOB 




IWOL=2. * * L D I F  
RANGE-AN-AP 
OUR =RN/RP*TWOL 
RAT I O = 1  / Ilo-DUB) 
I F  f RAT1 0-.9 I 
R4110=09 
3 7 2  9 3 7 2 1  37 1 
GO i n  3 7 4  
I F  (RAT1 0-. 1 ) 
RATIO=. 1 
3 7 3  9 3749 3 7 4  
ALP(J7)=AP+RATIO*RANGE 
GO TO 804 
TEST FOR ACCEPTANCE OF ALPHA 
IFlARS(RANGE )-TESTR*AN 1 4 2 9 4 2 9 3 9  
I F ( R E S T ( J 7 ) )  4 0 r 4 1 r 4 1  
RN=REST( J 7 )  
K I  T=KI T+ 1 
L N r L E S T I J 7 )  
J N = J E S T I J 7 )  
I F  (AN-AL) 4 0 1 r 4 2 r 4 0 1  
AN=AL 
GO T O  3 7  
RP=RF S T  5 7  
K I  T=KIT+ 1 
L P = L E S T l J 7 )  
J P - J E S T I J I )  
I F t A P - A L )  4 1 1 r 4 2 ~ 4 1 1  
A Q = A L  
GO T O  3 7  
W R I T E  FLUTTER DATA AND LOOP 






A L P I J 7 ) r A N  
GC TO 004  
LSCrLEST I J7) 
I NDE X = 4  
ALP( J7)=AP 
GO TO 804 
LSC=LEST J7) 
CALL F L U 1  IPRE ~NILSCIUIRES~ JPREI 1) 
CALL FLlJT (PREINILSCIUNIRESI JPREt 1) 
CALL FLUT(PRE*N*LSCvUP*RESIJPRE,1) 
WRITE16*507) K I T  
FORMAT( 1 x 1 5 9  11H ITERATIONS 1 
KlT=O 
CALL WROUTlAFq U I R F I L F I O ~ J F ~ F ~ ~ )  
CALL W R O U T ( A N * U N I R N I L N * ~ ~ J N I F ~ Z )  
CALL W R O U T I A P I U P I R P I L P I I ~ J P I F ~ Z )  
CALL C R A R ( A L , G r A R , a I t E t N I C R I F A C T R )  





C*** SET UP CATRIX CRAR 
DOUBLE PRECISION CR(lO12O) 
PtFACTR 
ALF=4L*P 
DU H 0 6  J m l t N  
I IO  806 K = l * N  
PIE( J v K )  
Q = A R (  JIK) 
R = A I ( J * K ) * G  
S a A I  ( J w K )  
T=AH(J*K)*G 
01 WENS1 ON E (109 10). AR( 109 LO) * A I  ( 109 101 
E I J C  OHIO 
EUC O H 2 0  
FUC 0830  
EUC 0850  




















EUC 1 0 7 0  
EUC L O B O  
EUC 1 0 9 0  
EUC 1100 
EUC 1 1 1 0  
EUC 1120  
EUC 1 1 3 0  
EUC 1140  
EUC 1 1 5 0  
EUC 1100 
EllC 1 1 7 0  




EUC 1220  
EUC 1 2 3 0  
EUC 1 2 4 0  
EUC 1250 
EUC 1260 
EUC 1 2 7 0  
EUC l 2 b O  
EUC 1 2 9 0  
EUC 1 3 0 0  
EUC 1310 
EUC 1 3 2 0  
EtJC 1330 
EUC 1 3 4 0  
EUC 1 3 5 0  
EUC 1 3 7 0  
EUC 1 3 8 0  







C R A R 0 0 7 0  
C R ~ ~ O O 8 0  





* 80 - 
UsE(JrKI*G 



































P R E ~ l l ~ A A ~ l ~ l ~ * A A l 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ A A ~ l ~ 2 ~ * A A ~ 2 ~ l ~ ~ A A ~ l r l l ~ * A A ~ 2 r l 2  
P R E 1 1 2 1 ~ A A ~ l ~ l l * A A ~ 2 ~ l 2 ~ + A A ~ l ~ l l ~ * A A ~ 2 r 2 ~ ~ A A ~ l r 2 ~ * A A ~ 2 r  
PRE(2I~-AA(ZrZl 
PRE~13l~-AAl2r121 
PRE (Nl=PRE(N)-AA(lr 1) 
PRE ( N+l1 l=PRE [N+ll l-AA(lr 11) 
GO TO 9 2  
00 144 JmlrN 
00 144 KSlrN 
A(JrKl=AA(J*KI 
A(JrK+lO)=AA(JrK+lO) 
INSURE MAXIMUM SUB-OIAGONAL ELEMENT AT PIVOT 
REF CIA ( M 
00 104 J=lrM2 
RE FTs A I M r J I *+2+A Mr J *lo I **2 
IF ( REFM-REFT I 1 Olr 1049 104 
lAA(21111 
l*AA( 1 9  121 
M l  I **2+A( Mr Ml+ 10 )**2 








HRITE(6*1081 ~ ~ A ~ J r K l r K ~ l ~ N l r J ~ l r N l  
WRITE(6rlO7) 
WRITE(6r1081 ~ ~ A ~ J ~ K + L O ~ r K ~ l ~ N l r J I l r N ~  
FORMATILOH DECOUPLEOI 
N l - 0  
GC TO 9 2  
FORMAT16(011.3r2X)) 
INTFRCHANCE ROUS AN0 COLUMNS 
DO 212 JmlrM 
TEMP=A(JrIl 
lEMPI~AIJrI+lOI 
A( J r I l ~ A ~ J r M l I  
AlJ~I*lO)=A(J~Hl+lO) 
A( J rMl+lOI=TEMPI 
A( JrM1)xTEMP 
00 213 JrltN 
TE MP=A( M l  r J I 
TEMPImA( HlrJ+101 
A l M l r  J)=AlIrJI 
A( M l r  J+lO)=A( 1 rJ+lO) 
A(IrJ+lOl=TEMPI 
A l  I r Jl=lEMP 
SIMILARITY TRANSFORM 
OENOa A 4 M M 1 I **2+ A 
T E H P ~ A ~ H ~ H l ) / O E N O  
TEMP I =-A t M e  M l +  10 ) /DEN0 
DO 30 J=lrW2 
X ( J + l O ) ~ A l M ~ J ) * T E M P I + A ( n r J + L O ) * T E M P  
Mr M 1 + 10 I ** 2 
SUBROUTINE EQCHAR(AAIPREIN~~ CHEOOOlO 






CHE 901 00 
CHEOO 1 1  0 
CHEOOl2O 
CHE00130 













































C H E O O I Z O  
C HE 906 30 
C H E O O b 4 0  
CHEP0650 
DOUBLE PREC IS ION AI1 lor20 1 A (  101 201 r O (  119 22 9 XI 201 r TEMPI TEMPI rDENOCHE00030 
CHEPOIIO 
C H F P O ~ ~ O  
CHE a 06 00 
- 81 - 
=. 3 0  
3 1  
4 1  
4 2  





g j  1 
9 2  
K ( J ) ~ A ( M ~ J ) * T E H P - A ( H ~ J + l O I * T E H P I  
X ( H 1 I P l .  
X I  Hl t 10 )*O. 
00 3 1  J ~ Y I N  
X (  J+lOl=O. 
X ( J ) * O .  
00 4 2  K = l r H 2  
DO 4 1  J S l r N  
A ( J* K+ 10) =A ( J* K+10 1-X ( K ) * A  
A ~ J ~ K l ~ A ~ J ~ K ~ ~ X ~ K l * A ~ J ~ H l l + X ~ K + l O l * A I J ~ H l + l O ~  
AIH*K+LOl=O. 
A t  H * K ) = O i  
DO 5 2  Js11M2 
DO 5 2  K S l r N  
A l H l ~ K + l O l ~ A ~ H l ~ K + 1 0 l + X ~ J 1 K + 1 O ) + X ~ J ~ K + l O ~ + X ~ J + l O ~ * A ~ J ~ ~ ~  
A ( H l ~ K ) ~ A ( M l ~ K ~ + X ~ J l ~ A ~ J ~ K l ~ X ~ J + l O ~ * A ~ J ~ K + l O ~  




GO TO 100 
GO TO 990 
NP=N+l 
Jr Hl+ 1O)-X (K+ 10 ] * A (  J H 1 I 
CALL CHAR(A*D*Nl  
DO 9 1  J z l r N P  
P R E ( J + ~ ~ ) ~ D ( N P I J + L L I  
P R € ( J l = D ( N P * J I  
RFTURN 
E NO 
SUBROUTINE CHARlArDeLI  




DO 1 J s l r N P  
O ( J * J l = l -  
1 D I J t J + l l ) = O i  
00 10 NZLiMAX 
NlO=N+lO 












Z R ~ A ~ N M l r N l * O ~ N H l r N K l ~ ~ A ~ N M l ~ N l O l * D ~ N H l ~ N K l 2 ~  





I F t K - H l  S l e S l r 4  
4 R U R ~ F A C * A ~ N M l r N M l - F A C I * A ~ N H l r N M l O )  
F A C l = F A C * A ( N M l ~ N M l O ) + F A C I * A ~ N M l ~ N H l  
S FAC=RUR 
5 1  I F t N K I  8 * 8 9 6  
6 DIN+1 vNK1 l=D(N*NK)-SUM 
0 IN+ 1 t NK12 1-0 I N r  NKLZ-1 )-SUM1 
GO T O  10 
6 D ( N + l ~ l I ~ - S U H  
10 CONTINUE 
99 RETURN 
O (  N+1* 1 2  )=-SUM1 
CHEP06bO 
c HE006 70 
C ii E C 36 80 
CHE00690 
C H E Q O ~ O O  
C M O O 7  IO 
C H E O O T Z O  
CHEQO73O 







C H E Q O ~  TO 
C H E O O A ~ O  
C H E P O B ~ O  
C H E O O ~ ~ O  
CHEO0850 
CHEOO86O 
c H E Q O R ~ O  
CHEOObBO 











































CHA I t 0 3 0 0  
CHAR0390 
cn~noz  ro 
- 82 - 
E h C  C H A R 0 4 0 0  I 
S L R R C U T I h E  SCALEIPRIP INNIJPREINSIKRU~)  




CC 1 J = l t h r  
K = N P - J  
J P R = J P R € + J  
R( l * K ) = F (  J P R  
1 R ( h P * K ) = P ( J I  
7 C 1  S U ~ h Z = ( h * h P * ( h + h P ) ) / 6  
SCA=Q. 
CC 410  J = l r k  
A B = C A B S ( R l h P . J ) )  
I F ( A 0 )  4 1 C 9 4 1 0 r 4 0 9  
C = J  
409 R C G 2 = C * A L C C ( A @ )  
4 1 C  C C N T I N U E  
SCA=SCA+RCGZ 
h S = A B S  ( l o 4 4 2 7 0 * S t A / S U M N 2 ) + . 5  
I F ( S C A )  4 1 0 C ~ 4 1 0 1 ~ 4 1 C l  
4100 hS=-hS 
4 1 C 1  F A C = l o O  
SF=O.S**hS 
F A C = F A C * S F  
CC 4 1 1  K = L i h  
R l l * K ) = R ( l r K ) * F A C  
4 1 1  R ( h P . K I = R ( h P v K ) * F A C  
DC 5 K z 2 - N  
R U B = - R ( K - l r l I  
R [ K ~ l k I = R t E * R ( h P v N )  
D C  5 J=2rh 
5 R ( K , J - i ) = R ( K - l r J ) + R U ~ * R ~ ~ P ~ J - l )  
60 KRUe=O 
h?‘=h-1 
C C  307 J = l r h P  
CC 3 C 4  K = l r K  
A R = C A B S ( R I J * K ) I  
I F ( A 8 )  3 0 1 ~ 3 0 4 r 3 0 1  
301 R C G Z = A L C G I A 8 ) * 1 . 4 4 2 7  
C CC h C T  S C A L E  L A S T  ROW U N L E S S  YOU WANT T R O U B L E  
RbBtO. 
RUR=RUB+QCG2 
3 0 4  C C h T I k U E  
LRL!e=RUB/EN+-S 
K R U B = K R U B + L A U B  
305 S F = C - S * * L R U P  
CC 306 K = l t h  
306  R R ( J * K ) = R ( J * K ) * S F  
307 C C N T S N U E  
CC 300 K = l i h  
3 0 8  R R ( h * K I = R ( h * K I  
99 WETURN 
EhC 
SU8RCUTINE C E T E ~ ~ ( H M I R E S I R I N S U M )  
D C U B L E  P R E C I S I C h r  R ~ l l ~ 1 0 ) r A ~ 1 0 ~ 1 0 ) r O E T ~ R E S ~ D S I G N ~ A B ~ R U B ~ R A  
P=PC 
NSUC=O 
I F ( ? ’ - 1 )  26926127 
26 D E T = R ( l r l )  
GC TC 99 
27 CC 2 8  J = l r P  
OC 28 K = l * l ’  
28 A ( J v K ) = R I J * K )  
C * * *  C C U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  C E T E R C I h A N T  
1 S C A L L L  I u 
S C A L 2 2 3 0  
S C A L 2 2 b O  
S C A L 2 2  7 0  
S C A L 2 2 8 0  
S C A L 2 2 9 0  
SC A L 2  300 
S C A L 2 3 1 0  
S C A L 2 3 2 0  
SC A L 2  33 0 
S C A L 2 3 4 0  
S C A L 2 3 5 0  
S C A L 2 3 6 0  
SC A L 2  3 70 
S C A L 2 3 8 O  
S C A L 2 3 9 0  
SC A L  2400 
S C A L 2 4 1 0  
S C A L 2 4 3 0  
SC A L  2 44 0 
S C A L 2 4 5 0  
SC A L  2460 
S C A L 2 4 7 0  
S C A L 2 4 R O  
S C A L 2 4 9 0  
S C A L Z S O O  
S C A L 2 S 1 0  
S C A L 2 5 3 0  
S C A L 2 5 4 0  
S C A L 2 5 5 0  
S C A L 2 5 6 0  
SC A L  2570 
SC A L  258 0 
SC A L 2 S Y  0 
SC A L  2600 
SC A L 2  6 10 
S C A L 2 6 3 0  
S C A L 2 6 4 0  
S C A L 2 6 5 0  
SC A L 2 66 0 
S C A L 2 6 7 0  
S C A L 2 6 8 0  
S C A L 2 6 9 0  
SC A L 2 7  00 
S C A L 2 7 l O  
S C A L 2 7 2 0  
S C A L 2 7 3 0  
SC A L 2 7 4 0  
S C A L 2 7 5 0  1 
SC A L2 76 0 
S C A L 2 4 2 0  ~ 
, 
SC A L 2 6 2 0  ~ 
S C A L 2 7 7 0  1 
SC A L  27 60 1 
DETE0650 
D E  T E 0660 
D E T E 0 6 7 0  
D E T E 0 6 B O  
D E T E 0 6 9 0  
D E T E 0 7 0 0  
D E T E O 7  10 
D E T E 0 7 2 0  
D E  TE 0730 
O E T E 0 7 4 0  
D E T E 0 7 5 O  





















DS I GN=1 
DO 30 L T = ~ I M  
K I L T - 1  
L=O 
R I G r O .  
DO 100 I ~ K I M  
A R ~ D A B S ( A ( K I I ) l  
I F ( B I G - A B 1  1501 1001100 




I F ( L )  16.16.13 
I F I K - L )  1 4 r S * S  
I F  DIAGONAL ELEMENT I S  NOT MAXI INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
DO 8 J ~ K I M  
RUB=A(JIKI 
A (  JIKIPA(JIL) 
A ( J I L l = R U E  
DSIGN=-DSIGN 
I F ( P ( K * K ) l  511395 
RA=l . /A(KIKI  
DO 3 I ~ L T I M  
DO 3 J x L T r M  
AII IJ)=A(I IJ)-AB*A(KIJ) 
CONTI NUE 
REDUCTION LOOP 
AB=RA*A( I rK)  
FORM PRODUCT OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
00 6 Jr2.M 
B=DAES(A(JIJ) I  
IFIBI 16116150 
lvsl o4427*ALOG B 1 
A ( J I J ) ~ A ( J I J I * ( ~ S * * N ) * A ( J - ~ I J - ~ I  
SCALE TO PREVENT UNDERFLOW 
NSUM=NSUC+N 
DET=DSIGN*A(MtM) 
9 E S 4 E  T 
RETURN 
D 5 I Gk=O. 
END 
MATRIX IS SINGULAR. UNREMOVABLE ZERO ON DIAGONAL 
GC i n  9 8  
DE TE 0 7 6 0  
DE T E  0 7 7 0  
DETECI~~O 
DE TE 0 7uu 
DF TE O R 0 0  
DE TEOR LO 
DE TE O M 2 0  
DE TE 0 8 3 0  
DETFOHIIO 
DETEO8SO 
DE TE 0660 
DETEO870 
DE TE O8bO 
DETEOdYO 
D E T t 0 9 0 0  
D E T E O I L O  
DE TE 0920 
DE T E 0 9 3 0  





DE TE 0990 
DE TE 1000 
DETElOlO 
DETElOZO 
D C T E 1 0 3 0  
DE TE 1040 
DETE1050  
D E T E 1 0 6 0  
DE TE 1 0 7 0  
DE TF 1090 
Df TF 1090 
DETE I 100 
D E T E l 1 1 0  
DE TE 1120 
DETE 11 30 
D E T E l l 4 0  
D E T E l l S O  
DETE 1160 
DETE 1 1 7 0  
DETE 1180 
SUBROUTINE WRITER~AIRILIMLIJEI W R I  T O O 2 0  
C*** WRITE MU VERSUS RESULTANT TABLES WHIT0025 
DIMENSION A(5111R(SlIrL~SllrJE~51) W R I T 0 0 3 D  
WR I TE (61600) W R I  T O O 4 0  
1F(4*NR-HL17.818 WR IT0060 
7 NR=NR+l WR I TO070 
8 DO 10 J I L I N R  WRITOORO 
10 WRITE ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ Z * K ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ K ~ ~ L ~ ~ J E ~ K ~ ~ K I J ~ ~ L ~ N R ~  WRIT0090 
YO RETURN WH I T O  100 
600 FURWAT(5X2HMUBX3HRES4X7HSFA SFRSXZHHUBX3HRES4X7HSFA SFR5XZHMUt3X3HRWRITOAlO 
lES4X7HSFA SFRSXZHMUBX3HRES4X7HSFA SFR) W R I  TO120 
601 F O A ~ A T ~ ~ ~ ~ P E ~ ~ ~ Z I E ~ ~ ~ Z I I ~ I I ~ ~ ~  WRIT0130 
END WR IT0140 






J J = N + l  
PRECIS ION PRE ( 2 2  11 A (  11 1 1  B(  11 1 IC ( 11 11 DENOMr ROOTI UUIP SUM, 
LPDSUCrPSUMiODSUHtREST 
C COPY THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS 
DO 2 Jx l rJJ  
FLU10070 





















3 s  
A I  
J1 




B I  





C I  

























, l - J + l l  
J )-PIE I J 11 J 
Iru-1 
!NOM-B I N 1 
I 3  K-lrNN 
K 1-0 I K 1 /DENOM 
W ) = l .  
bN-1 
i - A I  11/81 1 I 
!NOM-A INO+l)-Bl NO) -0 I NO41 )*AA 
l K I =  I A t  K+1 J-B I K  J-BlU+l )*&A) /OENOM 
N )=BIN1 
I J ) -B l  J) 
J) -C I J J 
N-1 
I TO 6 
IOT=-C I 1 J 
'I  IN)Z!hZOt25 
i S T - ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ B l l ~ / R O O T + R O O T  
tS=REST 
TURN 
LLCULATE SECOND ORDER ESTIMATE OF ROOT 
I J 1 =PRE I J) 
Ll=J+11 
J)-PRE I J l l  ) 
;UM=A t NR41) 
)SU*O. 
iUWlBl NR+l I 
)SUllrO. 
I 35 K-lrNR 
rNR-K+ 1 .- L 
I 10 K-lrNO 
' I  N-3) 301 30s 14 
I 15 J I l r N O  







GO TO LOO 
END 
SUBROUTINE WROUTlAVUIRVLtNrJLrFAC) 
C FLUTTER POINTS FOR PANEL 
A3~lU*FAC*2.1**033333333 
R W l . / A  
I F I N  1 617r617r619 
617 WRITE 16~618) 
618 FORMATllHO7X2HMUlOX6HZ**1/3l5XSHLAMOA10X3HRES1X7HSFA SFR4X4Hl/MU) 
C BEWARE-- SYMBOLS FOR MU AND ALPHA ARE INTERCHANGED BACK 
619 WRITE I6 t 620 J A r A 3 r  Ut  R t  Lt  JL t RU 




DOUBLE PRECISION P l 2 2 ) r C l l O r 2 O )  
COMPLEX R f 10 J CKI 10) r SI lor 10 55 
DIMENSION V M l 1 0 ~ r V T 1 1 0 ~ r O J l 1 0 r l O ~  
M- I 
MWU-1 
DO 5 J - l r M  
CALL EPCHAR IC*  PV M 1 




























































































































7 1  
27 
C 







t a  
62 9 
h 30 
6 3 1  
C I J I J I = C I J ~ J I + E W  
DO 199 J = l * M  
00 199 K I 1 9 M  
S l J ~ K l ~ C M P L X ~ C I J ~ K I ~ C l J r K + l O l l  
C A L L  I N V C X I S i M N l  
DO 10 J = l t M N  
00 10 K s l r M N  
R l J l ~ R l J ~ - S l J r K l * S I K ~ M ~  
R I pl)=l.  
W R I T E l 6 r 1 2 1  
F O R M A T l 9 H O V E C T O R  R~9XSHTHETI~l1X17HCOMPLEX R E S I D 1  
DO l b  J s l t M N  
V T ~ J ~ ~ A T A N 2 ~ d I ~ A C I R l J l l ~ R E A L l R l J l l l  
V T ( J l = A M O D I V T l J I + 6 . 2 8 3 1 9 5 3 ~ 6 . 2 E 3 1 9 S 3 I  
C A L L  V E C N R M l V M r L v M r D J l  
V Y l C l = l .  
V T l M  1=0. 
I M 4 X = O  
VMAX=I. 
COPY CB M A T R I X  
I N V E R T  REOUCED C B  M A T R I X  
M U L T I P L Y  I N V E R S E * ( - L A S T  COLUMN1 
RIJlrO. 
CONVFRT TO P O L A R  FORM 
V M ( J l = C A B S l R I J l I  
D n  20 J = l * C l N  
I F ( V M A X - V M l J l 1  17920920 
V M A X = V M ( J I  
I M4X= J 
V T H E T = V T l I M A X l  
C O N 1  I N U €  
I F I I M A X I  23923921 
00 22 J = l * M  
V M l J ) = V M l J l / V M A X  
V T  I J I = V T  I J I - V T H E T  
DO 24 J = l * M  
C K I  J ) r O i  
00 200 K = l v M  
SS = C M P L X I C  I J9 K l  r C (  J * K + l O I  I 
D C  201 N x l r M  
D C  201 K = l r M  
S l N ~ K l ~ C M P L X ~ C l N r K l r C ~ N ~ K + l O l l  
Y R I  TE l 6 t 2 5 l V M l J l r V T ~ J l r C K l J l  
F C R M A T I Z F  12.69 l P E 1 8 . 2 9 E 1 1 . 2 1  
F I N O  F I G U R E S  O F  MERIT  
€=En 
ut- E w 
P C U = U + P l ( r I  
PClUP=M 
OMU-P l M +  11 1 
opluP=o. 
MMl=M-l 
00 108 J r l r M M l  
K s M - J  
CAA=K 
PMU=PMU*U+P I K 1 
QMU=OMU*U+PIK+111 
P M U P = P M U P * U + P l K + l  ) * C A A  
QMUP=QMUP*U+P(K + 1 2 ) * C A A  
R 3 = P M U / ( P M U P * U l  
R 4 = Q M U / l O M U P * U l  
MP=M+ 1 
r u L r i P L y  VECTOR BY MATRIX FOR CHECK 
C K ( J l = C K l J l + S S * R l K I  
WR1 T E l 6 r 6 2 8 1  
W R I T E ( 6 r 6 2 9 1  I P l J I r J ~ l r M P l  
W R I T E l 6 r 6 2 9 1  ~ P ( J + l l I ~ J = l ~ M l  
F O R ~ A T ( 3 5 H O C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  E Q U A T I O N  AT F L U T T E R 1  
FORPAT I 1 P E E 1  6.7 1 
W R I T E ( 6 r 6 3 1 1  PMUIPMUIR~VR~ 
F l l R M A T l 7 H  L A M O A ~ F 1 0 . 4 ~ 8 H  D E T I  l P 2 E 1 1 . 4 1  
FORMAT l 3 H O P =  l P E l L . 4 9 3 H  Q=E11.49 7H P / P l A = t  11- 4 9  7H 
W L T  i ? e o  
V E C T 1 2 9 0  
Y E C T  1 4 0 0  
V t C T 1 3 1 0  
V E L  11  3 3 0  
V t  C T  1340 
V E C T l 3 5 0  
V t C  T 1360 
V E C T l 3 7 0  
V t C T l 3 S O  
VECT 1390 
V E L  T 1400 
V t C  T 14 IO 
V E C T 1 4 2 0  
V E C T 1 4 3 0  
V t C T 1 4 4 0  
V E C T 1 4 5 0  
V€ C T 1460 
VfiCT1465 
V t C T 1 4 8 0  
V E C T 1 5 3 0  
V E C T 1 5 4 0  
V E C T 1 5 5 0  
V k C T  1560 
V E C T l 5 7 0  
V E t T 1 5 8 O  
VECT 159 0 
VECT 1600 
VECT 161 0 
VEC T 162 0 
V E C T l 6 3 O  
V C C T 1 6 4 0  
VEC T 1650 
V E C T l 6 6 O  
V E C T l 6 7 0  
V E C T l b 8 0  
V E C T l 6 9 0  
VE c T 1 700 
V E C T l 7 l O  
V E C T 1 7 3 0  
V E C T l 7 4 0  
V t  C T  1750 
V E C T l 7 6 0  
V E C T l 7 R O  
VEC 11 790 
V E C T l 8 O O  
V E C T 1 8 0 5  
VEC T 1820 
VEC T 1830 
VECT 1840 
VECT 1850 
V E C T l  R6O 
VEC 11 8 7 0  
VECT 1880 
V E C T 1 8 9 0  
V k C T  1900 
VECT 191 0 
VEC T 1920 
VECT 1930 
VEC 11 940 
VEC 11 950 
VE CT 1960 
V E C T L 9 7 0  
V E C T 1 9 8 0  
V E C T 1 9 9 0  
V E C T 2 0 0 0  
V E C T Z D l O  
V.kCT2OZO 
VEC 12030 
VECT 2 0 70 
V E C T 2 0 9 0  
J A L S )  
v E c i z o e o  
O / O l A ~ E l l .  41 
- 86 - 
t E V A L U A T E  D E T E R M I N A N T  FOR F L U T T E R  A L P H A  AND 
IJO 28 Jsl.3 
FL = J* I 7- J- J 1-5 
F L=. 02*FL 
DO 26 K r 1 . M  
26 S ( K r K l = S ( K r K l + F L * E W  
E=€* I l .+FL) 
C A L L  C X O E T l M r X * Y . S I  
U=ABS ( E I 
29 H R I T E 1 6 r 6 3 0 1  U e X t Y  









4 3  
51  
52 
4 1  
44 







3 0  
C * * +  
26 
2 7  
S U B R O U T I N E  I N V C X ( R q N 1  
COMPLEX R(1OilOlrD 
I F  (N-11 31.37138 
R l  1. 1 ) = l .  / R  11. 11 
DD 41 K z 1 . N  
D=R( K r K 1  
H l K * K l = l .  
DO 42 J = l r N  
R ( K I J I = R ( K I J I / D  
IF ( K - N l  43,44944 
C O Y P L E X  V A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  
GO TO 99 
K P L  U S=K+ 1 
on 41 I=KPLUS*N 
O ~ R I I ~ K I  
R I I  r K 1 ~ 0 .  
00 41 J S l r N  
R ( I . J I ~ R ( I . J I - D * R ( K . J )  
N ) r I N U S = N - l  
DO 45 K = l . N C I N U S  
K P L U S = K + l  
00 45 I x K P t U S e N  
OfRlKrIl 
R I K .  I l=O. 
DO 45 J = l r N  
R ~ K ~ J l ~ R ~ K ~ J l ~ D * R l I r J l  
R E T U R N  
END 
S U B R O U T I N E  VECNRMI V M r L  e MMAXIDJAY I 
D I M E N S I O N  V M ( 1 0 ) ~ 0 J A Y ( 1 0 ~ 1 0 1  
E L * L  
V M l C M A X l = l .  
DO 20 J = l r M M A X  
V P M = O J A Y ( J * J I / E L  
i n  NORMALIZE VECTOR ON BASIS OF EPUAL MODAL RMS 
V P M = S O R T ( V P M I  
V M ( J I + V M ( J I * V P M  
P I  NUS=HMAX-l  
DO 30 J = l r M I N U S  
V M l J 1 = V M l J l / V M ~ M M A X l  
RE TURN 
t NO 
S U B R O U T I N E  CXDET(MM.XIYIRI 
COMPLEX D E T E R M I N A N T  
COMPLEX 
M=MM 
I F I M - 1 )  26.26927 
DE T*R ( 1 t 1) 
DO 28 J r 1 . M  
R (  10.10) 9 A I  10. 10) ~ D E T I D S  IGN.RUB.RA9 A B  
GO TO 99 
DO zn K = ~ . M  
M U * l l r l . O 2 ~ . 9 8 1 V E C T 2 0 9 5  
VE C T Z  100 
VECTZ 110 
V E C T 2 l Z O  
V E C T Z  130 
VECT 2 140 
VEC T 2 150 
VE C 121 60 
V E C T Z l 7 O  
V E C T 2  180 
V E C T 2 1 9 0  
V E C T 2 2 0 0  
I N V C 0 0 2 0  
I h t V C 0 0 2 5  
I N V C 0 0 3 0  
I N V C 0 0 4 0  
INVCOOSO 
I NVC 0060 
I NVC 0070 
I NVC 0080 
I N V C 0 0 9 0  
I N V C O l O O  
I N V C O l l O  
I N V C O l 2 O  
I N V C O l 3 0  
I NVC 01 40 
I N VC 0150 
I NVC 01 60 
I N V C O l 7 O  
I N V C O l 8 O  
I NVC 01  90 
I N VC 02 00 
I N V C O Z  10 
I NVCOZ2O 
I N VC 02 30 
I N V C 0 2 4 0  
I NVCO25O 
I N V C 0 2 6 0  
I N V C 0 2 7 0  
I Y V C O L B O  
V E C NO0 2 0 
V E C N 0 0 3 0  
VE C N 0 0 4 0  
V E C N 0 0 5 0  
V E C N 0 0 6 0  
V E C N 0 0 7 0  
V E C N 0 0 8 0  
V E C N 0 0 9 0  
V E C N O l O O  
V E C N O l l O  
VECNO 120 
VECNOL 30 
V E C N 0 1 4 0  
VECNOL 5 0  
C XDT 04 0 1 
C XDT 0402 
C X D T O 4 0 2  
C XD 10404 
C X D T 0 4 0 5  
C X D T 0 4 0 6  
C X O T 0 4 0 7  
C XO T 04 08 
C X D T 0 4 0 9  
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1 4  
8 
C 












A I J i k l = R Z J * K I  
DS I CN= 1. 
00 30 L T = Z r M  
K = L T - l  
I F I C A B S ~ A I K I K  
I F ( M - K l  16916 
L I L T  
DO 0 J = K * M  
R U R = A t J * K I  
A (  J * K ) = A ( J * L I  
A (  J * L ) = R U B  
DS I GN=-DS I G N  
I F ( C A B S ( A I K * K  
Z E R O  S T I L L  
LPL+ l  
I F  ( L - M I  1 4 ~ 1 4 9  
K L O O P  
L E R O  ON WA 
I15*7*5 
N O I A G O N A L * I N T E R C H A N G E  ROUS 
71  
) I591395 
ON D I A G O N A L  
6 
R E D U C T I O N  ;OOP 
RA= 1. / A ( K * K )  
DO 3 l = L T * M  
A B = R A * A ( I r K )  
Dn 3 JPLTIM 
A (  I *  J l = A (  11 J ) - A B * A I K *  J l  
C O N T I N U E  
DO 4 J ~ Z I M  
A ( J I J I = A I J I J I * A ( J - ~ ~ J - ~ )  
DETSDSI CN*A t Mr MI 
FORM PRODUCT O F  D I A G O N A L  E L E M E N T S  
X = R E A L (  DET)  
Y = A I M A C l D E T l  
R E T U R N  
DSICN=O. 
GC TO 98 
E N D  
M A T R I X  IS S X N G U L A R * U N R E M O V A B L E  Z E R O  ON D l A G  
F U N C T I O N  F M M ( A 1 ~ A Z ~ M r M B A R ~ A L P H A l  
O I M E N S I O N  G A W M A ( l l 1  
COMMON GAMMA 
GAM4=GAMMA[Ml**4  
F M O l = F M K T  (OvMt A 1  I 
F C l l = F M K T  ( l r M *  A l l  
F M Z l = F M K T ( 2 * M . A 1 1  
F M 3 l = F M K T ( 3 r M r A l l  
CC TO ( 5 . 3 r 4 1 r I A L F  
I A L F =  A L  PHA+ 1. 
5 F M A O l = F M O l  
F M A l l = F M l l  
F P A Z l = F M Z l  
F M A 3  lnFM3 1 
GO TO 2 
3 F M A O l = F M l l  
F M A 1  l = F M Z l  
F M A 2 1 x F M 3 1  
GO T U  2 
4 F W 4 O l r F M 2 l  
F M A  1 I r F M 3 1  
F M A 3 1 = F M K T ( 4 r M r A l I  
F M A 2 1 = F M K T ( 4 ~ M r A l l  
F M & 3 l = F M K T ( S r M r A l )  
I F  ( P-MRAR I 1 0  * 1 10 
1 FMOZ-FMKT (01 M r  A 2 1  
F M l 2 = F M K T I l * M * A Z )  
F M 2 2 = F M K T ( Z r M * A Z I  
F C32=FHKT(3vM* A 2  I 
2 
6 T E R M l = 0 . 2 5 * A Z * F M A O I * F M O Z  
TERM2=0.25*AZ*tFHAll*FM32+FMA31*FMlZ~ 
lER~3=0.125*(FMA21*FMl2+FMAll*FM221 
TERM4=0.25*AZ+FMA2 1 * F M 2 2  
c xu1 04 1 0 
C X U T 0 4 1 1  
c X l J T 0 4  1 2 
C XDT 041 3 
C X I ) T 0 4 1 4  
C X U 1 0 4  15 
C X D T 0 4 1 6  
C X D T 0 4 1 7  
C X D T 0 4 1 9  
C X D  104?0 
C X D T 0 4 2 1  
C X D T O 4 2 2  
C X D T 0 4 2 3  
C X D T 0 4 2 4  
C X D T 0 4 2 5  
C XU 10426 
C X D T 0 4 2 7  
CX DT 0428 
C XDT 042 9 
C X D T 0 4 3 0  
C X D T 0 4 3  I 
C X D T 0 4 3 2  
C XDT 043 3 
C X 11 T 04 3 4 
C XD T 04 35 
C X D T 0 4 3 6  
C X D T 0 4 3 7  
C X D T 0 4 3 B  
C XDT 041 9 
C XDT 0440 
C X D T O 4 4 1  
c XI1 T 04 4 2 
c XD 7 0 4 4  3 
C X l ) T 0 4 4 4  
C Y 0 1 0 4 4 5  







F M V  OOPO 
FMH 0090 
FMY 0100 







F M M  0180 
FMM 0190 
F M M  0200 
FMM 0210 
FMM 0220 




F M M  0270 
F C M  0200 
FMM 0290 
FMM 0300 
FMM 0 3 1 0  
F M C  0320 
FMM 0 3 3 0  
FMM 0 3 4 0  
























F M O ~ = F M K T ( O I  MBARI A 2  1 
F P ~ ~ = F M K T I L ~ H B A R I A ~ )  









SINH(EX 1 =0.5*IEX-l.O/EX) 







F P K T = ~ S I N ~ A R G ) - S I N ~ G A M ~ * S I N H I E X ) / S H ) * G A H * * K  
GO TO 99 
F M K T = l C O S ~ A R G ~ - S I N ~ G A M ~ * C O S H ( E X ) / S H ~ * G A M * * K  
GO TO 99 
FMKT=(-SIN(ARGl-SIN(GAM~*SI~H(EX)/SH)*GAM**K 
GO TU 99 
FMKT~l-COSlARG~-SINlGAM~*COSH~EX~/SH~*GAM**K 
RETURN 
E N 0  
GO TO (lrZr3r4rlrZ)rKl 
FUNCTION BFV I NU. 2 1 
RESSEL FUNCTION 30. J 1  
OICENSION BF(30) 
IFIZ- 4.0)200r201r201 
















BF t N+ 1 1- 1.0 
BF ( N+2 )=O.O 
BF N+ 3 ) =O. 0 
A-1.0 
CR=O.O 
DO 6 J = l i M  
I =N+ 1- J 
F=I 
8FI I )=F*X*A 
CR=A 
A=BF( 1 )  
CM=l.O 
CN=ZIO 




























F MKTOL 60 
FMKTOL70 
FMKTOl80 
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li 
9 
I O  
1 3  
1 4  
1 2  
16 
20 
1 9  
i r  
30 
3 1  
32 
3 3  
4 3  
34 
GO rn 1 3  
F = J  
CP=CP*F 
CM=l.O 
D[! 9 J S l r N U  
CN=CM*(F+2.01 
GO TO (14r2Ol*NCOOE 
SllM=CP*RF t NU+1 I +CN*BF( NU+31 
K=NU+S 
J=Z 
F = J  
G=NU 
SUM=SUM+CN*BF (K I 
J = J + l  
K=K42 




F = J  
G=NU 
S!JC=SUM+CN*BF t K I 
J = J + 1  
K=K+l  




GO TO ( 3 2 * 3 1 l r N C O D E  
G= X 
C N=C N* ( G+2. *F ) ( G+F- 1.0 1 / ( F* ( G+2 .*F-2. I I 
I F  (N-K l  30r16*16 
C N ~ C N * ~ G + F l * ~ 2 ~ * G + F - l ~ O ~ / ~ F * ~ G + F ~ l ~ ) l  
I F  (N-KI 3 0 r l l r l 7  









BFV=BF(NU+l l  
I F  (ERR-ER1 4 3 9 3 4 9 3 4  
M = M + l  

























































0 4 0 0  
0 4 1 0  
0 4 2 0  
0430 
0 4 4 0  
0 4 5 0  
0460 
0480 
0 4 9 0  
0 5 0 0  
0510 
0 5 2 0  
05 30 
0 5 4 0  
0550 
0560 
0 5 7 0  
0580 
0 5 9 0  
0600 
0610 
0 6 2 0  
0630 












or  70 
0 7 4 0  
0 7 6 0  
0 7 8 0  
0790 
0800 
0 8 1 0  
0820 
0830 
FUNCTION SUWM(NU*Xl SUMM0020 
DIMENSION GAMMA(lllrFREO(31).COEFS(24J~SAVE~l4) SUMMOO30 
COMMON G A M M A ~ E P Y ~ E P X ~ C M M ~ S S ~ T ~ O ~ F R E O ~ S A V E ~ C O E F S ~ ~ F O R ~ B E T A ~ B S O ~ S O K ~ S U H M O O 4 O  
l E C * C K v S v P I  SUPMOO50 
A R ~ 4 . 0  I X SUMMOO60 
SUYM0070 AHG=AR* AR 
INU=NU+ 1 S l J W O O B O  
GO T O  ( 1 * 1 0 0 1 r I N U  SUHM0090 
C J r  TO BE COMPUTED. SUMMO 100 
1 TV€TA=X-PI*O.25 SUMHOllO 
I = l  SUMMOIZO 
J= 7 SUMMO 130 
101 P N ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * C O E F S ~ l ) + C O E F S ~ I + l l ~ + C ~ E F S ~ I + 2 ~ l + C ~ E F S ~ S U M M O l 4 O  
11+3)I+COEFS~I+4~)+COEFS~I+S) SUMHOlSO 
O N = A R * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * ~ A R G * C O E F S ~ J l + C O E F S ~ J + l ~ l + C O E F S ~ J + Z ~ l  SUMM0160 
1+COEFS(J+31l+COEFS~J+4ll+COEFS(J+5ll SUMMOl70 
S U ~ ~ ~ S P R T ~ A R * O ~ S / P I ~ * ~ C O S ~ T H E T A l * P N ~ S I N ~ T H E T A l * ~ ~ ~  SUMHOlRO 
999 RETURN SUMP0190 
C JI ro BE COMPUTED. S U HMO2 00 
1 0 0  THE TA=X-O.75*P I 
1 ~ 1 3  
J = 1 9  
GO TO 101 
EN0 
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